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COMMENT

The Zaire crisis: whose crisis?
IBBO MANDAZA

HE END of the Mobutu

view Africans

pawns in a global game that also
underpins the neo-colonial legacy in post-colonial Africa.
Therefore, there are important lessons to be learnt from the
Zairean crisis, particularly for those who continue to dismiss
the view that the state in post-colonial Africa is largely externallycontrolled, a hostage to the economic and political calculations
of those who govern our globe. The truth is that the Zaire crisis
if not also oblivious, of issues of African liberation and so-called is but a product of the Cold War, a war otherwise so
democradc transidons.
extraneous to Africa and yet such a fundamental basis of most
So, in the wake of the latest democratic onslaught against of the continent’s problems. As pointed out earlier, Mobutu
Mobutu’s dictatorship, the United States now admits, as Mr and his regime might never have emerged as part of the
Burns of the White House did recently, that there has been no
subversion of the Congolese revolution under Patrice
Lumumba.
For, according to Steven Metz (Professor ofMilitary
democracy in Zaire for more than 30 years, and that the days
for dictatorship are now over. Mr George Moose, the US Studies at the US Army War College), the US and its allies have
Assistant Secretary of State for Africa and the man who has always viewed Zaire as the “linchpin” in the central part of
significandy hovered over what was supposed to appear as a Africa.
Beca use ofitsgreatsize and natural wealth, Zaire has the
largely African inidative (i.e. the Nairobi and South African
ability to serve as either the locomotive of development
meedngson Zaire) towardsasetdementin that Central African
or an
agent of destabilization.
country, reads out the final epitaph for Mobutu and his
Recruited by the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in
regime: “It is clear that Mobutu, the Mobutu regime is a thing the
early 1960s, Mobutu (and his regime) became in turn an
of the past.” (Moose is reported to have added that “Mobutu
acdve agency for destabilisadon in Africa in general and
was now a creature of history!”)
Southern Africa in pardcular. With CIA help, he had in 1965
These are very importan t historical statements if also because
seized control of the Congo, whose African name he replaced
it has been the US and its allies who have in the past so
with a Portuguese one, Zaire; changing his own name, Josepharduously assisted in the attempts to roll back the democradc
Desire Mobutu to Mobutu Sese-Seko, meaning “the all-powerful
struggle in Zaire. As Tajudeen Abdul-Raheem (the Secretary warrior
who, because of his endurance and inflexible will to
General of the Seventh Pan African Congress) asserts so
win, will go from conquest to conquest leaving fire in his wake! ”
authendcally in this issue of SAPEM:
One of the greatest and accomplished compradors (a
Mobutu was brought to power and sustained by the allied
interests of France, Belgium and the United States, in
comprador is an agent and/or front for foreign interests!)
their eagerness to stem the tide of radical nadonalism
that the Western side of the Cold War has ever produced in
represented by Patrice Lumumba. That enabled them to
Africa, Mobutu benefited personally from this historic role,
continue to exploit Zaire’s \ast mineral potential.
that included close but secret colloboradon with apartheid
But, Chester Crocker, the former US official who peddled
South Africa, and the systematic eliminadon of polidcal
that disastrous Cold War-related policy of “constructive
opponents at home. According to one journalist, Mort
engagement” in Southern Africa, says he has no regrets about Rosenblum,
a
period in US-African relations that was also racist in import,
Year after year, more opponents were murdered, and the
amounts diplomats said Mobutu stole rose toward US$6
sacrificing as it did the objecdves of African liberadon and
billion. Yet US officials privately insisted that only he
democracy, while causing immense suffering in Zaire itself, in
could hold together Zaire and preven t bloodymadness at
Angola, Mozambique and South Africa. The blood of the
the heart of Africa. The answer was similar in Paris.
millions of Africans who perished in the holocaust of
President Francois Mitterand welcomed Mobutu’s Zaire
“construcdve engagement” in Southern Africa be on Chester
to the club of former French African colonies, even
Crocker’s hands in particular, but also of those who continue
though it had been owned by Belgium.

regime in Zaire is now in sight;
it might never have been conceived were it not for a
combination of such internal power struggles as
characterize (pent bourgeois) politics in the immediate
aftermath of colonial rule and, more important and crucial,
the role of external powers, concerned as they were about the
“communist threat” to their global in terests and largely cynical,

T

2

to

as mere
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Justified or not, the pragmatism had a purpose and
rebellions—from theshortreign of the martyred Patrice
Lumumba to Moise Tsbombe’s Katanga war with the
United Nations — Congo was a five-letter smopsis of
Africa’s

nightmares.
Of course, many a member of the ruling classes of Europe
and North America have been complicit beneficiaries in
Mobutu’s financial empire, the millions stacked away in the
capitals of those powers without whom he would have long ago
perished to the benefit of the democratic process and the
economic revival of a population the majority of whom now
live far below “any measurable poverty line”.
The Zaire crisis constitutes a great indictment on the
merchants of the Cold War, a period in global politics during
worst

which inherent and

nascent

democratic forces in Africa were

frustrated and

suppressed by dictators who survived mainly
backing. Therefore, it is transparently
false for the same external powers, the so-called custodians of
good governance, to claim today that they are exporting
democracy to Africa.
No doubt, the dissipation of the Cold War has restored
space to such democratic expressions as we are now witnessing
throughout Africa. It is almost a return to the earlier period
of the struggle for national independence. However, as
recent history informs us, the earlier period fell victim to the
vagaries of global politics and economics, producing an
African post-colonial state in which democratic and popular
forces increasingly found themselves emasculated and even
silenced. Likewise, the current phase of the democratic
movement that is re-asserting itself with the end of the Cold
War is already under threat. To state the least, there appears
to have developed an orchestrated pattern that seeks to strait
jacket and contain such popular movements.
To begin with, it is a reflection of the current conjuncture
and the related international political order that no popular
movement in Africa has successfully wrested state power
without the “blessing” of those who supervise our globe.
This new global paternalism towards organic democracy in
Africa will no doubt have pre-empted some genuine
movements, compromised others, and ensured that those
who emerge into state power are so emasculated as to lack
because of external

real initiative in the affairs of their countries. So

we

have

the peculiar “governance model” for Africa, an
externally imposed recipe for political settlements: the
Government of National Unityl Not only is it assumed in
such a model that Africans cannot manage the “first past the
post” or “winner takes all” system of government but, more
important, there is always the fear that a popular movement
seen

emerge
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might prove difficult to keep under rein unless compelled
to
“power share” with its adversaries. In this regard, neither
the conventional national liberation
Africa

nor

the second

movemen ts

of Southern

phase of popular movements in post-

colonial Africa have been able

to

transcend

this

superimposed (and externally imposed) model of “modern
democracy” during this era of the dominance of
international capital.

African

These

are

obvious lessons for Laurent Kabila and his

Alliance; and also for those progressive African governments
and

people determined to take their destiny into their
George Moose warns
with some degree of confidence:
Even if they (the rebel alliance) were to prevail
militarily,... they recognise there has to be a political
settlement... But Mobutu could play a positive role in
hands. Beware the Ides of March! So,

the transition.
The

suspicion has always been that, once convinced that
(their) Mobutu had to be phased out, the US would back the
Alliance towards creating the conditions under which a new
but acceptable regime might evolve. There was even the
expectation that Mobutu would put a better fight than has"
proved to be the case and thereby produce a “compromise”
rather than an outright victory by “unknown” and, perhaps,
also “unreliable” quantities.
Accordingly, part of the deal was to pamper the hierarchy
of powers in Eastern and Southern Africa, into an apparent
African initiative towards

a

Zairean “settlement”

or

“compromise”. South Africa bit the bait and assumed the role
impartial arbiter between the Mobutu regime and the
rebels alliance. Of course, the entire farce was soon exposed
by both the relentless advance of the rebel alliance and the
US declaration that Mobutu had suddenly become a creature
of history!
Significantly, neither South Africa, any other African power

of

in Eastern and Southern Africa, nor the OAU

pronounced publicly a position
alone either condemn Mobutu
It is

sad indictment

on
or

itself, has

the Zairean conflict, let

hail Kabila.

African

diplomacy which, even at
best, is nothing but an extension or front for
contemporary global politics. Like many other African
a

on

its very

revolutionaries before him, Kabila and his alliance have
reason

to

be worried about the difficult months ahead.

Nevertheless, Kabila has established himself among most
Africans and progressive

forces the world over as yet another
symbol of the African struggle and its resilience
against global forces that have so far done more to thwart
than aid the continent’s recoveryB

veritable
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T

am

i

disappointed with your
and politics feature (Vol. 10,

Nos. 3 & 4, Dec/Jan 1996/97). I would

have

expected your publication to attempt to get
beyond the obvious and to approach the abstract
relations that are the basis of our everyday
reality, with the political objective of possibly
taking us somewhere better — or at least
allowing us to more clearly conceive that

decorate

promises a discussion of

meant to

region, one expects analyses of the way in
which contemporary culture and politics shape,

our

1, for one, am very disappointed whenever
that broad, unstable monolith misnamed
“culture” is reduced to its obvious material
even if your objective was
relationship between material
culture, or “art” and politics in our region,
surely you could have done a bit more analysis
and digging.
For example, in the context of postcolonialism and development some of the
questions that arise and need answers are: Has
the traditional place of art (where it stood by
the side of religion, reflecting and defining
who we are by highlighting our present
contradictions and, in the case of good art.

be, are difficult to answer. And should

all be worried that,

the artist, it is the

destroy each other.

tackle the

our

today, rather than
politician and the economist,
who are providing the most vocal and insistent
answers to these questions? Politics and
economics defining art or matter defining
ideals, is an inhuman upside-down that made
Marx’s otherwise elegant theory nightmarish.
Is it any wonder that our art has no solutions
for us? All we can do is either weep in self-pity
we not

alter, come into conflict, cancel and often even

manifestation. But

road-sides, and whose close

legitimate galleries, and also
beyond the “tribal dances” we seem to celebrate
with such enthusiasm, but which also simply
answer, once again with varying degrees of
accuracy, how we conceive of who we were.
Such questions as who are we, who are we

the relationship between culture and politics in

to

our

relatives fill

“somewhere”.
If a cover headline

what should be the place of art in our

specific historical context? It has certainly
changed from the time when Achebe and others
could produce art by simply drawing on the
rich heritage of the past, and answering, with
dubious degrees of accuracy, who we were.
And hence, one could argue, it has certainly
moved beyond the mystic sculptures that

somewhat

recent culture

so

anticipating our future ones) been unsurped
by politics and its close cousin, economics? Is it
true that art no longer brings self-awareness but
promotes what stands the test of the market? For
example, an airport or roadside sculpture bought
by a tourist (in search of “authentic” African art)
as opposed to a poem which makes me appreciate
even

what it

means

to

be

me.

What

are

the

consequences of this type of deleneation? One
answer that immediately comes to mind is that

longer define our art, nor does it define us.
Rather, we are defined by the market.
we no

or to
we

obliterate ourselves in hedonistic

realise that

our art

mazes:

today lacks humanistic

resolution between the extremes of the postnational angst of Dambudzo Marechera and
the

hip- shaking bliss of the latest rhumba
offering.
T. Mashingaidze
HARARE

ZIMBABWE

Uganda: Can the movement survive?
Y

OUR article,

“Uganda: Can the

movement survive

without Museveni?”

(SAPEM, Vol. 10. No. 6, March J997) was

quite instructive and raised a point that
Ugandans and indeed, people in other
countries facing similar situations such as
Rwanda and possibly Zaire soon, must
consider carefully.
In the mid and late 1980s, some African
leaders

campaigned vigorously against the
introduction of multiparty politics on the
grounds that this would fuel ethnic divisions
and throw entire nations into unprecedented
Sapem April, 1997

crises. The

same

argument is being used by

Museveni to perpetuate

his philosophy of nonparty, participatory democracy.
While the intention might be a noble one,
the system is unsustainable in the long term.
As time goes, political and philosophical
differences amongst the movement members
will develop, prompting a situation where those
differences will

crystallize in basic mode of
political organisation, which is the formation
of political parties. The alternative is that
interest groups within the movement will no
longer feel comfortable to publicly oppose

other sectors for fear of victimisation,

particularly if their opposite camp is the top
leadership. In turn, the leadership becomes
more

dictatorial,

as

it finds itself faced with

the need to exercise control and

discipline.

This may give way to conspiracy, with all
the attendant disastrous consequences. The

question therefore should be whether the
system itself can hold for long, not whether
the movement will survive without Museveni?

Francisco Cossa

Maputo

Mozambique
5
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Mobutu’s funeral rites
As the ADFL continues its

rapid advance, Tajudeen Abdul-Raheem says a number of scenarios
possible and the key actors and interests are discernible

are

T

HE CAPTURE

recently by the Allied

Democratic Forces for the Liberation
of

Congo-Zaire (ADFL) of the cities
Mbuji-Mayi, and Lubumbashi,
capital of the mineral rich Shaba

of Kisangani,
the

Province, in the southeast, has proven an
unshakable determination

to unseat

the 32-

year-old dictatorship of President Mobutu
Sese Seko.

and Lubumbashi, the capital of the mineral
rich Shaba Province, in the southeast.
It is

no

longer

international community for an intervention.
This has been opposed by the United States,
whose

policy in the region is allied to that of
Uganda and Rwanda, and to a lesser extent,
Tanzania, Ethiopia and Eritrea.
The US seems to have learnt correct lessons

home

style military adventurism

As for the

no

longer

more

Belgians, they are torn between

deliberate

thereby becoming bit players in

building roads to
connect the various
parts of his vast country.
Foreign Interests
-Mobutu was brought to power and
sustained by the allied interests of France,
Belgium and the United States in their

Tanzania has had tumultuous tensions with

Rambo

their historical instinct

not

For Uganda, its
sympathywith the new Rwandese government
aside, Zaire has teamed up with Sudan to
become a haven to groups opposed to
President -Museveni’s government. And
Burundi’s embattled Buyoya had interest in
closing his opponents’ bases in eastern Zaire.
Mobutu’s Zaire

Mobutu falls, but when. His last ‘funeral
rites’ have been delayed only because of his

policy of

Mobutu and his army.

from the humiliation it suffered from Somalia.
works in Africa.

question of whether

a

say in the outcome of the conflict. To pursue
that strategy, France is persuading the

the real

to

back France and

politick of following US hegemony,
a country

to

over the
years and has been
various rebel leaders and exiles for

than three decades.

Kenya and Sudan,

are

different from Mobutu’s

regimes that are
only on quesuons

of detail.

Thus, while Tanzania, Uganda and

eagerness to stem the tide of radical
nationalism represented by Patrice
Lumumba. That enabled them
to

to

continue

exploit Zaire’s vast mineral potential.
However, since the end of the Cold War,

foreign interests in Zaire have undergone
strategic rethinking. This excludes France,
desperately still trying to hold on to
former French colonies, believing in the
disastrous domino theory that ‘if one goes,
then the others will follow’. France supported
the dictatorial regime of President Juvenal
Habyarimana in Rwanda and, after his fall,
and with the ignominious connivance of the
United Nations, launched Operation
Turquoise, which provided cover for the exRwandese Army, the FAR. and its militia, the
which is

Interahamwe,
command

to retreat with

structures

and

million Rwandese into

their weapons,
coerce

refugee

over

camps

a

in

Zaire and Tanzania.
That

operation made it possible for the
fugitives to take control of the camps using
the refugees as pawns.
By shoring up Mobutu, France may want
to ensure that its allies in Zaire have a
major
6
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X

I
Mobutu

(R) shakes hands with the newly appointed Prime Minister General Likulia Bolongo
Lingbangi.

which

was once a

personal property of their

Rwanda are broadly on the side of the people

king.

of Zaire, both

Regional Interests
The conflict in Zaire provides a great lesson
in the relative autonomy of a determined
African leadership in influencing events that
have serious security concerns for it. Burundi,
Rwanda ^d Uganda have direct security
interests in what happens in Zaire. Rwanda,
for the refugees trapped behind the ex-FAR
and Interahamwe aided and abetted by

maintain the

Kenya and Sudan want to
quo. They do not want
to
give wrong ideas (something very real for
Sudan in the shape of SPLA/M and greatly
feared by .Moi in Kenya) to their political
status

opponents.
That

unholy alliance between Kinshasa
naturally, the
western neighbours of Sudan
(Ethiopia
and Eritre^ into the conflict on the side
and Khartoum draws,

Sapem April, 1997

COVER STORY
drowned by extra African initiatives. The OAU
has to abide by the

provision of its charter that
prevents interference in the 'internal affairs’
of member states and upholds 'the
inviolability’ of borders inherited at
independence. This ties the organisation’s
hands behind its back, making it a tool in the
hands of the continent’s dictators.
Zaire has

its

always interfered in the affairs of
neighbours; it supported dictatorship in

Rwanda, it harboured rebel groups

from
Uganda and was a key backer for UNITA in
Angola.
OAU secretary-general Salim Ahmed Salim
is seeking re-election for a third term thisyear.
I With his most senior rival being the foreign
I ministerof French
speaking Cote d’Ivoire, he
first,

cancer or

of Mobutu’s opponents. There
interest of Angola, where Zaire
acted

as

a

rebel forces?

is also the
has always

conduit for the CIA’s and

apartheid South Africa’s covert support
for Savimbi's Unita.

African Solutions
The mix of regional

strategic interests has
limited the influence of foreign interests and
enhanced the potential for African solutions.
For over two years, the whole world claimed it
could not persuade Rwandese refugees to go
home. It was claimed that it was not possible to
separate the perpetrators of the genocide
from genuine refugees. This gave leverage to
the former Rwandese army to take control of
the refugee camps, and turning them into
springboards from where to stage attacks
against the new government in Rwanda.
Then came the Banyamulenge attack and
later, the combined assault of the ADFL. A

large number ofrefugees were back in Rwanda
within

two

weeks.

lime that if Zaire did

not

want

the

Banyamulenge it should redraw its borders
the threatened people
decided to fight back. And once they struck
decisively, Mobutu’s army’s aura of
invincibility was broken. The Zairean army
disgracefully retreated from confrontation
and that began a roller coaster across the
Eastern Province. The Banyamulenge thus
were just the necessary sparks for a much
delayed national liberation war.
and leave them alone,

Mercenaries
From the defeat of the Muleleist armed

guerrillas of the 1960s through to the
rebellion in Shaba and Kasai provinces in the
1970s and 1980s, Mobutu had always relied
on white mercenaries from Belgium, France,
the US, and apartheid South Africa to lead
his army in its mission of national destruedon.
Strategic Cold War alliances with the troika
of Paris-Brussels-Washington ensured that
Mobutu survived. Much more fundamentally,

has repeatedly

those were the dmes when Africans took white

people as God: Bob Denard could and did
change more governments in the Comoros or
Seychelles than anyone could be chanced to
change dieir undenvear. That is why Mobutu
could put the fate of 40 million Zaireans and
his 32-year despotism in the hands of 300

and Ugandaofbacking the rebels. The swathe
of eastern Zaire in the hands of the ADFL is

bigger than Burundi, Rwanda and Uganda
put together! Therefore, Zaire’s problem is
not primarily external, it is internal.
It was neither Uganda nor Rwanda that
asked Mobutu’s governor in the Eastern
province to tell the Banyamulenge to move
out of Zaire and return, presumably, to
Rwanda
President

or

face extermination. Whilst

Bizimungu of Rwanda said at the

Sapem April, 1997

mercenaries recruited from South Africa’s

shadowy Executive Outcomes, Serbs, Croats
and a few Belgian and Frenchmen.
The OAU
As in the

not

seen

to

alienate the

French

accused the governments ofBurundi, Rwanda

The Zaire government

be

powerful
speaking bloc, undoubtedly
sympathetic to Mobutu’s cause.
That is why he has insisted on the need to
preserve the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of Zaire and a ceasefire followed by
negotiations, a position rejected by the ADFL
can

What will strike Mobutu

past, the voice of Africa’s most
important diplomatic and polidcal forum is

The UN
The United Nations has

always been

involved in Zaire’s treacherous politics. There
is

historical bitterness

the

complicity and
duplicity of the UN in collusion with French,
Belgian and American interests in the
a

at

assassination of Patrice Lumumba and the

military take-over by Mobutu.
The ADFL (which regards Patrice
Lumumba as its patron-saint) is uneasy about
the UN, and has as such stood firm in rejecting
the UN

secretary-general’scallforaceasefire

and for

a

multinational force

to

be

sent to

Zaire, insisting that a ceasefire can only come

through direct negotiations with Mobutu.
ADFL and the People
The

most

of Zaire

crucial factor in the

outcome

of

the conflict is the

continuing success of the
ADFL forces and its relationship with the
people of Zaire who are now accepting it as
their liberator.

are now confident
militaiy advance is virtually
unstoppable. The collapse ofsuch important
cities as Kisangani, .Mbuji-Mayi and
Lubumbashi, bear testimony to this. Zaire

■Many people in Zaire

that the ADFL’s

and indeed the

rest

of the world,

are

witnessing the funeral rites of Mobutu Sese
Seko Ruku Ngendu Waza Banga. The dead
in African culture, must be given their proper
rituals!
7
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evening with Laurent Kabila

An

Tajudeen Abdul-Raheem

I

EfAD ARRfVED in Goma the

administrative staff and one of the
commanders had kept me up to date with his

previous

Friday evening from a neighbouring

Our flight which had been

country.

■

movements). This evening he had just

Tingi-Tingi which was finally

scheduled for 0800 hrs did not arrive till

returned from

landing rights problems in
Nairobi and Tanzania. That delay disrupted
the arrangements that had been made for
me to see the 'old man’ (as the Alliance of

being cleared to forestall any further armed
intervention using humanitarian disaster as a
pretext. It was the point that started our
discussion. Excerpts:

1800 hrs due

to

Democratic Forces for the Liberation of

Congo-Zaire (ADFL) leader, Laurent Kabila,
is affectionately known among his followers)
or the 'President’ as you hear ADFL officials
refer

to

him.

We arrived in Goma by Mountain Airlines,

piloted by a white captain, who appeared to
be a North American with a co-pilot who was
definitely East African. W'e were three
passengers. The one, in Jungle fatigues, was
Bruno Luaula from Berlin and the

Abdul-Raheem:

The

international

community has called for an intervention in
Zaire to avoid a catastrophe. What is the
ADFL’s response?
Kabila: We do

not see

the need for any

military intervention now because we have

given access to the United Nations
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and

other in

beige business suit was a Mr. Gelestien from
Brussels. Both are Zairean political actiMsts
who were visiting the Kabila lines for the first
time. It was obvious that they had not seen
each other for a long time, and they were
engrossed in conversation throughout our
delay and the short trip to Goma. I was
therefore left to myself to take in the scenery
and get lost in my own thoughts. Since I had
missed the appointment with 'the President’,
the next two days provided me with the
a

Finally on Sunday evening, 1 had the
chance to meet Kabila in his official residence,

palatial place that used to belong to Mobutu
(one of his many mansions across the

a

countiyO, right by Lake Kiw. The rotund
leader of ADFL

was

waiting for

me

in the

room tucked into a long sleeved
checked shirt and a grayish pair of trousers.

sitting

We embraced with the obligatory three

pecks
apologised for
not meeting me early because he had been
busy (which I knew because his protocol.
of the French after which he

Sapem April, 1997

so

that

we can

avoid

went to

involveddirectlyinthenegotiationsifMobutu
is sitting there, face to face. Othenvise we
have our team of competent, experienced
and able people to do the negotiations.
We in the alliance are not violent people.
It is the extreme violence of the Mobutists

that forced
to

us

into this armed confrontation

check them out and find a lasting solution.

Are you going to call for elecdons once you
have seized power?

When I

resistance.

The government in Kinshasa has agreed to
negodated settlement to the present crisis,
but they say you have refused to talk. Are you
punuing a military soluUon?
We are not opposed to negotiations in
principle. We consider negotiations as part
of the process of bringing the conflict to an
end as long as the Mobutists and Mobutu
himself can negotiate themselves out of
power. They do not need any more powers.
Their 31 years of power has wrecked our
country, destroyed the economy and
collapsed everything. Therefore, negotiadon
a

Johannesburg because 1 was
by President Nelson Mandela whom
we have great respect for. 1 myselfwill only be

me

complained that the beer bottle was
one of the women retorted: “Zaire
big country, big beer”. That finished my

they should go to areas controlled
by Mobutists; that is where our people are
dying, staiwing and frightened. Why don’t
they help there instead of wan ting to interfere
with us? We consider any such intervention
as an attack on our sovereignty.

I

ululated and danced for me and

big,

intervene

invited

dynamic market woman
with bottles of Primus beer
and thanked me for ’joining’ the alliance.
too

lines. If the UN and Mr. Kofi Annan want to

is in their interests

their President. A

welcomed

that respect. Therefore,

need for any military intervention
because there is no problem behind our

further bloodshed and destrucXion.

opportunity to go round Goma and other
parts of the liberated zones. I went to a
Women’s Day celebration too, where the
women

with relief agencies in
we see no

Elections have

be part of the

negotiated
view, there is no way that
elections can take place in Zaire now, because
government soldiers and their Interahamwe .Mobutu’s government and his opposition
militia, as they did in .Mugunga camps, were cannot be trusted to organise an electoral
hiding behind refugees to continue their process. Therefore we have to negotiate, to
form a genuine transitional government of
attacks on us. But now things have cleared.
national unity which will organise, supen’ise
Even before the UNHCRand others resumed
their activities, our soldiers and community and hold elections as part of its duties within
supporters had been taking care of the a specific period.
How do you describe the militarysituadon
refugees with the little that we have. Mind you
now in Zaire?
we do not have any budget from the UN or
The situation in the frontlines is favourable
any agency but we have been sharing with
to us. We are progressing north and south as
them. Now any refugees who want to go back
the enemy retreats. More volunteers are
to Rwanda can do so and we are cooperating
other humanitarian

agencies to deliver relief
genuine refugees. Our main
woriy was that intimidators, former Rwandan
assistance to

process.

In

to

our

9
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joining our forces and we are moving ahead.
It is not all smooth but we are making
deliberate advances according to our plan.
Your forces have been taking over a
number of cities and towns, the most

significant of which was the fall of Kisangani
and Lubumbashi. When do you expect to
reach Kinshasa?
We do

put a timetable to it, it
overall strategy and the
conditions on the ground. We are fighting to
all

not want to

depends

on our

liberate the whole of Zaire therefore every

city, village is very important for us.
This is very important for us because there
too much talk of
‘problems in Eastern

town,

is

Zaire’ in the media but for

it is

be done.
total

Therefore, they should join us for

victory instead of remaining

in the skies. We

up

in touch with

are

those in exile while others

there

some

of

returning
establishing contacts with us. It is
important for us to work together.
But some of your critics would argue that
you will not be able to hold the country
together. How are you going to face up to this
challenge?
I believe that everyone is entitled to their
views. However, secondary differences should
not
stop us from working together. There are
are

home and

those who think

militarists,

etc.

some

of

This is their

us are

warlords,

opinion. But the

national

struggle is not for Kabila, it is about Zaire.

are engaged in a national
democratic revolution to liberate Congo-

The only way to deal with political differences

us

a

problem. We

Zaire. That is what is

important and

our

is made for that purpose.
Because of three decades of Mobutu’s

strategy

misrule the

people of Zaire are among the
de-politicised; what is your strategy to
make the people aware of the political
situation in the country?
We are mobilising, training and organising
our
people, women, workers, peasants, youth,

is

discuss them

openly and honestly. The
country is now polarised between those
favouring Mobutu and those of us opposed
to him. All those who are
genuinely opposed
to Mobutism should feel free to
join the
to

Pan African Movement must

see it as its
duty
alert and mobilise all Pan Africanists and
friends of Africa to
support our people’s

to

struggle.
Che Guevara, who you were once involved
with in the internationalist
struggle for
liberation later denounced you in his
unpublished memoirs as a ‘hotel
revolutionary’. Is the fact that you are now
fighting in Zaire a sign that you have changed?
I have not yet seen a copy of this book
by
Che.

However, 1 think Che was entitled to his

view of that

moment.

That

was over

30 years

The situation was quite different. Were
write now, maybe he would not be that
definitive. The reality of Cuba and Latin
America of the 1960s was differentfrom
Congo
ago.
he

to

and Africa of that time. Those

interesting times and

were

very

also young.
However, it was a great honour for us to have
worked with Cuban comrades led by Che. We
all learnt from the experience. 1 do not want
we were

most

intellectuals, etc., from the bottom up, to

appreciate the new situation and contribute
fully as willing citizens.
It is of course very difficult because of the
Mobutist politics of the past which has
marginalised and de-politicised the people.
But as you can see the people are enjoying
their new freedom behind

our

lines; Bukatoi,

Kivu, Kaleme, Kindu, Kisangani, Lubumbashi,
all

over the place. Some of them can not
believe it, but many are re-educating
themselves and meeting the new situations
well. Forus the military and political fronts are

that is why the alliance is opening
branches everywhere. Our people are
beginning to gain enthusiasm for politics
not separate,

up

Rebel soldiers empty

cartridges in Lubumbashi

which Mobutism had buried.

What role do Zairean intellectuals

your

play in

alliance?

Even

We in the alliance believe that Zaire needs

its

patriotic and progressive intellectuals,

academics, technicians, administrators and
the professionals. The intellectuals should
join the struggle to end Mobutism. We need
intellectuals whose feet are on the ground,
among the people to build on their
understanding and work with them for a
new
reality. However, it is true that Mobutism
has also compromised many of our
intellectuals. Some of them have

faith in the

even

lost

ability of the Zairean people to
challenge the system. We have proved it can
10

alliance. Zaire is
some

joining

big enough for all of us.

of Mobutu’s soldiers

are

now

Some of his collaborators who
are not too bad are also
joining. We have
room to
forgive past mistakes as long as
people are no longer opportunistic or act as
agents of Mobutu. We need all our patriots.
us.

What is the role of the Pan .African
current situation in Zaire?
It is not just patriotic Zaireans that we

Movement in the

to

take anything

for that
have

Che said or any other person

matter as a

our own

kind of Bible truth. We all

reflections.

Mercenaries are fighting on

winning?
of colonial and neo-colonial
mentality for .Mobutu and the Mobutists to

you are

It is part

think that 300 mercenaries

African countries

for all of

believe that we shall

There is

a

lot of contribution

they can make to rebuild this country under
anew
leadership. We cannot do it alone. The

(from Croatia,

Serbia, France, Belgium) can help them to
defeat us. There are mercenaries fron\other

need. We call upon our brothers and sisters
in Africa to also support us because Zaire is
us.

the side of the

government against yourforces. Do you think

too.

But

we

in the ADFL

bury the last mercenary
and

in Africa. The era of mercenaries is gone

gone

foreverB
Sapfm April. 1997
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Threat to minerals?
Brian

Moyo

UPPLIES OF cobalt, copper and
diamonds from Zaire’s mineral rich

offer to re-educate those who surrender to join

its

the

provinces of Shaba and East Kasai
could be disrupted following the capture of
the mining town of Lubumbashi, by the rebel
movement led by Laurent Kabila.
Analysts watching the unfolding of events in
Zaire say civil disorder in the mining provinces
is likely to affect both mining and delivery

A further blow to President Mobutu’s

carry on buying diamonds.
“We are taking all the necessary precautions

S

swelling ranks of the ADFL.

expatriate staff from Kisangani, it would

the

Western

border towns of Bukavai and Goma in October

stifety of our staff in Zaire,”
are reviewing the situation
on a day to day basis”.
According to Lamont, De Beers hasacontract
to buy 6 million carats per year from Zaire’s
■Mbuji-Mayi mining area, which fell to rebel
hands early this month. The company also
operates buying stations around Zaire whose

may

last year before Kisangani, the largest
the east, was captured in February.

town in

quality of diamonds is valued at US$10 per

schedules. There is also

concern

that

some

mining houses operating in Zaire,
be forced to suspend operations or
withdraw until the political situation improves.
Shaba is also the ‘hotbed’ ofPresident Mobutu

opposition. The capture of its
capital will almost certainly sound the death
Sese Seko’s
knell of the

current

administration.

Zaire, which exports copper, cobalt,
diamonds and coffee has been in a state of a
small scale war since October 1996, when the
rebel troops under the Alliance of Democratic
Forces for the Liberation of

Congo-Zaire
(ADFL), led by veteran nationalist Laurent
Kabila, engaged government forces at the
of the country.
The rebels have scorned attempts by Congo,

eastern

border

areas

Kenya, South Africa and Zimbabwe to negotiate
a

ceasefire

at a

meeting chaired by Kenyan

governmentcamewith theformal renunciation
of ties by the Belgian government on March 15.
Belgium, which ruled Zaire before
independence in the early 1960s, declared that
President Mobutu’s
some ume

The

era

“had

come to an

end

ago".

ADFL first

overran

the two eastern

The speedy advance ofthe ADFL against

the

operates a

obseivers that it is

was

the

situation in die country with keen interest.
'We are not making any political statements

only a matter of time before
mining provinces are overrun.
Commodity analysts suggest that while the
loss ofZaire’s exports in copper, diamonds and
coffee would not seriously threaten global
supplies, sentiment in the cobalt market could
become bullish if production tvas affected.

monitoring the political and security

about the situation in Zaire,” a UM spokesman

said^ “It is business

as

usual, and it is still

premature to take any decision

regarding our

activities there”.

rising and that could be

Altliough the spokesman would not disclose
how much UM had invested in the Kasombo

"Cobalt

“If the

prices

awareness

could sec

are

in the market continues,

we

prices targeting between USS23 and

Zaire’s state-owned mining company,
Gecamines, produces between 4 000 and 5 000

Nghenda claimed that the Nairobi meeting

Gecamines at the Kosombo cobalt mine, said it

pardy due to the psychological reaction to the
fighting in Zaire,” said a trader, who added that

information commissioner for the ADFL, told

ceasefire.

Belgium’s Union Miniere (UM), which
joint venture contract with

demoralised Zairean troops and aided by a
band of 300 mercenaries, has convinced

US$25 per pound”.

recently that the people of Zaire
quick end to the war and not a

Lamont said. "We

carat.

President Daniel Arap Moi. Raphael Nghenda,
the press
wanted a

to ensure

of cobalt per year—roughly 20 percent
of the world’s total output.

tonnes

Cobalt is used in supper

alloys, batteries,

project, he revealed that some 2 500 tonnes of
cobalt had been processed since the joint
venture contract was signed in 1995. The two
year contract is due to lain out in June, when
UM will consider extending it.
UM also operates its own cobalt project in
Kasombo, which according to the spokesman
recovered 1 000 tones of cobalt last year from
residue bought from Gecamines.
The company is a major supplier ofspecialist

which was also attended by the United Nations’

mt^nets and is now increasingly being sourced

special envoy, Aldo Ajello, could not produce

batteries, hard meuils, diamond tools and

ally of Mobutu.
Many political analysts now admit the
collapse of .Mobutu’s army which has exposed
a shocking ineptitude in the face of rebel

by Japan for the manufacture of lithium-ion
batteries which are used in personal computers.
Political commentators say ADFL’s advances
have been helped by strong anti-government
feelings throughout the country.
Mining companies operating in Zaire have

attacks.

remained cautious in their comments about

Currently Zaire is considered a high risk
A country risk table
published by the Economic Intelligence Unit
(EIU) last year placed Zaire in 33rd position,
just above Iraq and Bosnia. Namibia, by
comparison the least risky investment
destination in Africa, was placed 7th, above

a

serious result

as

President Moi

was

such

a

close

A broadcast in March in the 'Rebel Voice of

whetlier they would consider withdrawing, while

radio’ warning Zairian soldiers to

others, including SouthAfrica’s De Beers, which

lay down their weapons before the advancing
rebels or face charges of treason, was seen by
political analysts as underlining growing

controls the world’s diamonds market, are

the Peoples’

confidence within rebel ranks.

Hundreds of

Zairean soldiers have

reportedly responded to Kabila’s amnesty and
Sapem April, 1997

currently negotiating with the rebels, to ensure
that their operations are left intact.
Andrew Uimont, De Beers 'sgroup corporate
communication manner in London said in an
inteniew that while the company had withdrawn

ceramics. UM

1995, after

a

only moved back to Zaire in
30-year break.

Other Western companies operating in Zaire

include Consolidated Eurocan Ventures of

Canada, and American -Mineral Fields.
investment countiy.

South Africa (8), Botswana
Zimbabwe (14)B

(10), and

n
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COVER STORY
Che Guevara's

Who is Kabila?

T

HE CURRENT war in

alliances at

Zaire and the complex

Africa’s great

of
nationalist leaders, Patrice

forgive him for his relentless struggle to
see a Congo (as Zaire was known then) that
\vas tally independent, whose economy seaed
its people (not foreign multinational
corporations) and whose sovereignty lay with
not

people.

That was at the

peak of the Cold War, when

is really at stake in that

inch of the world was safe from the
rivalrybetween the
square

Having proved his credentials to the
imperialist forces, it was a question of Ume,
before he was a fully groomed neo-colonialist
lackey ready to assume his ‘historical duty’ of
keeping the Congo safe for Western companies
and a sU'ategic bulwark against communism

region. The
creeping coup that began witli the assassinadon
of Lumumba was finally executed in 1965,
and .African liberation in the

when .Mobutu sacked the other
the acdve

support

Cairo, wtis tlien to lead a group

Africa in support
But

and

cronies (with

and command of the CIA

of the revolt.

dealing with the young, well meaning

politically correct Kabila was not an easy
Che. He

for

task

Lumumba, was assassinated. His killers could

no

in Ghana and

geo-political, tactical and strategic

play can make observers lose sight of what

political thinking. Che, who
Congolese rebellion leadership

of 100 Cuban troops into thejungles of central

country.

Thirty six years ago in January, one

the

had met the

returned

Latin America

African comrade would
overcome

Che's

frustrating encounter with Kabila is
an unpublished manuscript,

summarised in

eniitled FiissagesFrowiJieRcwhiCionaiylVa]'.
Kabila was

ever

absent from the frontline,

always in Cairo, Dar-es-Salaam
“in the best hotels, issuing
communiqués and drinking Scotch in the

writes Che,
and Paris,

company
women”.

NATO

alliance. It

one

serious business.

Warsaw Pact and
the

disillusioned and

was

hoping that his
day “be able to
his defects" and get down to some

to

Now

was a

of beautiful
58, Kabila

at

seems to

be a new man,

is

apparently

period of ‘us’ and

and

‘them’and for the

translating his well
meaning revolutionary

imperialists,
Lumumba

was

a

rhetoric of the 1960s

communist agent
of China and the

into

Soviet Union who

his

had
at

to

be

an

stopped

the Congo-

lese Nationalist
Movement

(MNC),

over-

whelmingly won
the independence

different
The ‘new’ Kabila

election in which

(insert) seen by many as Zaire’s saviour. But

Belgians, French and Americans actively
supported Lumumba’s opponents, a bunch of
ethnic bigots and separatist barons like .Moise
Tshombe and Joseph Kassavubu.
These separatist warlords were aided and
abetted to break up the country, and tlie
inexperienced Lumumba called on the United
Nations for help. But the UN peace-keeping
the

force which

came,

occupation

army
Lumumbists.

turned out to be an

biased towards the anti-

It provided a legitimate cover for dismissing
Lumumba’s government and helplessly
watched him arrested, publicly humiliated,

tortured and shot by

people loyal to a young
Congolese officer who was rapidly promoted
to Colonel and made Chiefof Army Stafi'. That
officer was called Joseph Desire .Mobutu.
Sapem April, 1997

country

from

collapse and widespread corruption.
In today’s Zaire,
basically the same
forces are at play, but
with
a
radically

all costs. His

party,

practical ways in
attempt to rescue

backed

will the bubble burst?

by the Belgians and tire French and

including the Bridsh).
began the long march to national

other Western allies
Thus

paved by megalomania, kleptomania
repression of his people. For over
thirtyyears beginning with die resistance of the
suniving Lumumbists, Pierre Mulele, Soumaliot
and many others, the betrayed people ofCongo
rose to challenge .Mobutu’s regime. But his
Western friends were always there to help him to
quell the revolts, through direct support and
hiring of mercenaries. One of those struggling
against Mobutu was a young militant called

suicide

and brutal

laurent Desire Kabila.

With Lumumha dead and when
else seemed

to

eveiything

have been lost, Kabila went

the jungle to

launch his revolutionary
struggle, moulded along the lines of Ernesto
back

to

power

balance.

Internally, the Lumumbist forces with all
their

splinter groups, historical splits and
are broadly the socio-political

sectarianism,

basis of the Allied Forces for the Liberation

ofCongo-Zaire (ADFL) led by Laurent Kabila.
pro-Mobutu forces, the anti-People
League, is represented by Mobutu himself,
his discredited army, the Presidential guards,
gendarmes and the Mobutist opposition of
footloose opportunists, latter day Tshombes
like Xguza Karl 1 Bond, Etienne Tshisekedi,
Mukedi and their rent-a-crowd political
parastatals. Externally, the economic
interests and geo-political concerns of the
USA, France, Belgium and their European
cousins are still active and playing against or
in concert in the present crisisB

The

T. Abdul Raheem
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MAIN FEATURES
BURUNDI

Buyoya’s troubles
Putting Uii end to military arrogance

I

N ITS latest report on the effects of
sanctions in Burundi, the British NGO,

Action Aid, said recently that
they were
having a negative effect on the general
populace.
There is nothing new about this
conclusion. Sanctions are meant to hurt. But
in the case of Burundi both the

regime of
Buyoya and its allied local and
International XGOs are missing the real
importance of sanctions.
It was the least injurious of three
options
being considered by the regional
governments when Buyoya overthrew the
elected government of Burundi and
established military. In the aftermath of the
coup, the regional leaders are believed to
Pierre

have considered 1) to leave Burundi alone
and let Burundians finish each other off; 2)

intervene militarily; and 3)

impose sanctions.
totally objectionable.
finally agreed on but with

The first option was
The second

was

mixed reactions inside Burundi. Even the
leaders were concerned about an ECOMOG-

type Imbroglio in Liberia. But the option was

finally blocked by Buyoya’s coup which was
orchestrated to stop the military intervention.
With such

an

intervention, it would have

been the first time in

more

than

a

decade

that the army in Burundi would have
confronted a potentially superior force on

its

own

soil.

The

potential for changing the domestic
power balance by depriving it ofits monopoly
of force was too frightening for it to
contemplate. However, the army was so
discredited that none of the commanders or

serving officers could
was a

same

assume leadership. It
facial re-enactment of 1993 when the

army

but could

withdrew

assassinated President Ndadaye
take over power. Rather, it
the barracks and sought (and

not

to

got) amnesty. This time they sought
legitimacy through retired Major and former
President, Pierre Buyoya.
Since he left office after the
country’s first
democratic elections in 1993, Buyoya had
cultivated an image of a respected democrat,
particularly among Western NGOs and their
governments who regarded him as the best

in the circumstances. Thus his

resumption of
creeping coup that lasted three
years, was seen by his foreign friends as a
welcome opportunity.
While foreign powers,
namely the United
States, France and Belgium were aware of,
and quietly supported the
coup, the plotters
did not see reason to canvas
regional support,
perhaps in the misguided belief that none of
the neighbouring countries would stand in
the way of such powers.
In that, Buyoya and his allies failed to take
cognisance of the fact that states, small or
large, do have their own interests to which
they are not prepared to compromise.
office in

a

The second miscalculation
consensus.
on

concerns

The military leaders relied

the existing political,

and

heavily

personal, ideological
strategic differences within the

even

region as not to enable the leaders to reach a
Indeed, they wrongly believed

consensus.

that

even

would

if all

agreed, Rwanda and Uganda

not.

Rwanda (which is trying to reestablish order
in a broad based government of national

unity)

sectarian
move

the least of all to
Buyoya purely on
grounds, as such a

was

support

would send

a

wrong

signal to the reconciliation
efforts in Rwanda itself.

Buyoya’s coup was an affront
to the
regional leaders’efforts
and that was why they decided
to
press ahead with sanctions
in order

to

military

put an end to

arrogance

and

the process of
genuine political negotiations,
The military elite in Burundi
encourage

did

not

believe that sanctions

would reach

Buyoya

effective. But if they are not, why the

during the Arusha talks, the then US
Secretary of State, Warren Christopher, was
campaigning for the leaders to remove
sanctions.
His insistence
only helped to achieve the
opposite by strengthening the African
consensus and even
expanding it to include

Zambia.

Another

individually,
thereby
nullifying any moral claims
behind their policy.
They
asked why Uganda or

talks, the then US

Rwanda should

punish a
military ruler since both

secretary of State

governments

Christopher,

power

the leaders to

remove

Bujumbura, with the support of some
powers, then began a campaign to
discredit the sanctions, saying
they were not

But

arms

this

and collective interests of the
African

9?

are to be found, has been under
internal sanctions due to
insecurity.

come to

campaign dodged the main
issue facing the leaders in
the region: the individual

sanctions.

Burundians

had

by force of

themselves.

Campaigning for

Bujumbura. As it
actually Bujumbura and the
few cities that are feeling the sanctions most
since the bulk of the countryside where most

tried,

discredit the leaders

was to

during the AfUSha

was

trick

especially by Western NGOs,

In October last year,

Warren

campaign

have them lifted? In October last
year,

to

u

turned out, it is

foreign

Pierre

governments

concerned. None of them
want a

genocide.

repeat of the Rwanda

That

having failed then began the current
onslaught about the negative impact of
sanctions

children and the poor.
without sanctions, women.
children and the poor in Burundi have never
But with
had

on women,
or

access to

amenities ■

health

—

care,

schools and social

T.A.R.
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PERSPECTIVES

Crise

no

Zaire: Crise de

quern?

IBBO MANDAZA

regime de .Mobutu no Zaire estd å vista; talvez tal
nunca tivesse sido concebido sc nao fosse uma combinapao
de tais luias internas pelo poder tal como elas caracterizam
0 poder politico da pequcna burguesia no periodo; pös;<olpnial e,
mais importante e crucial, o papel das forfas externas, preocupadas
como elas esUivam com a “ameaf a do coinunismQ”aos seus interesses
giobais e cm larga mcdida dnicas; se nao também abstraidas, das
questöes da libertapäo aiVicana e das transipöes democraticas.

0

fim dp

Portanio, nolumiardoultimoassaltocontraaditaduradcMobutu,
os
o

Estados Unidos agora admitem, como o Sr. Burns da Casa Branca
fez receniemenie, que durante mais de 30 anos nunca houve

democracia

no

Zaire, e qué os dias da ditaduraestavam contados. O

Sr. George Moose, o Secretario de Estado Assistente para os

Assuntos

Africanos e o homem aquem soda crédito por aquilo que parccia ser

produto da Guerra Fria, uma guerra qué de outro inodo é tiö
base täo fundamental de
muitos dos probiemas que o continente enfrenta. Tal como jä foi
referido, Mobutueo seuregime talveanuncalivessem surgidoeomo
parte da subversao con tra a revolufäo congolesa dirigida por Patrice
Lumumba. Pois> de acordo com Steven Mctz fProfessor de Estudos

um

alheia a Africa masde qualquerrnodo uma

Militäres

na

Academia dc Guerra dos Estadps Unidbs), os

Unidos

e os seus

chaveta

na

aliados sempre

Estados

olharam para o Zaire como a sua

Afriéa Central, "

"Devido ao seu tamanhoe assuas riquezas, o Zaire temcapacidade
sennr tanto como mbtor do dcscnvolvimento bem como agente

de

desestabilizador;”

peloS: servigos de espionagem dos Estados Unidos
inicio dos ands 60, Mobutu (e o seu regime) tornaram-se

Recrutado

(CIA)

no

amplamenle africana (as reuniöes de Nairobi e da emagentesactivosde desestabilkagaoem Africa emgcralcnaAfrid^
Sul|, le ao publico o ultimo cpitafio de Mobuto e do seu Austral em particular, Com a ajuda da GIA, Mobutu havia em 1965
feglme: ‘Toriia-se claro que Mobutu é o seu regime säo colsas do ^ tornado conu olO do Congo cujo nome Original subStituiUUdm uni
passado," e acrescenta que "Mobutu era agora uma criafäo do nome portugues, Zaire; mudando o seu proprio nome, de Josephpassado!”)
Desire Mobutu para .Mobutu Sese Seko, “o poderoso gtierreiro que,
devido å sua resistencia e inflexiyel desejo de veneer, irä de conquista
Estas säo declaraccoes historicas importantes, se também porque
em conquista deixandO fogo nO Seu trajectol”
t
foram os Estados L'nidos e os seus aliados que no passado läo
ärduamcnte contribuiram nas teniativas de retroceder ä luta
Um dos grandes e completos compradores (comprador é um
dentöcnäticanö Zaire. Tal comoTajudeénAbdul-EaheemfSecretärio-x
agente e/ou testa de ferro de interesses estrangeirOs!) qite'o ladb
Geral do 7® Congresso Pan Africano) aflrma autentiddade nesla
ocidemal da Guerra Fria tenha produztdo cm Africa, Mobutu
edicao do SAPEM:
beneficiou pessoalmente deste; papel historico, que incluiu uma
esireita mas secretacolaboragäo com o apartheid naAfriCadoSulie
Mpbiitusubiuaopodei:e}åfoinuntidQpehsintcrcssesalr4éos
a sistemåtica elimiriagao dOs seSs opOnéntés poKlicOs intefrios. lié
da Franfa, Bclgica e dos Estados Vaidos, na sua anda de tiavar
a
acordo com umjornalista, Mart Rosenblum,
vaga do nadonalismo radical representado por Lumumba.
uma

iniciativa

Africa do

:

Talpermiuu-lbescpniitmaraexplorarovastopotencialmineral

Anoafidsano, mats oponentes foram monos, c os montantes
que diplomatas dizem qué Mobiitii roubou subiram até 6
bilioes de dolares. Mesmo assim funciPnarios americauos
em
privado insistiram quesoele podia manter 0 Zaire unido
e cvilar uma loucura sangretUa np CQragap dp Mf^ca A
resposta foi a mesma eni Parié. O Presidente Franpois
Miterrand aceitou a admissåo do Zaire de Mobutu no clube
das aiiiigas colpnias francesas em Africa, niuito embora o
pais ttivesse sido edlånia da Bélgicä.

do Zaire.

.Mas,ChesterCrocker,oantigofuncionarioamericano résponsävel
construtivo” na Africa
filosofia da Guerra Fria, d iz que:::
näo tem remorsos quanto a um pcriodo nas relapoes Estados UnidosA'rica que for racista na sua esséncia, sacrifieando cpmo o fez os
objectivos da libertapao africana e da democracia, ao mesmo tempo
causando imenso sofrimcnto no proprio Zaire, em Angola,
Mogambique e na Africa do Sul. G stmgue de milhöes de africanos
que naAfrica Austral pei derain a vida no holocausio do “engajamento
construtivo” ainda esta nas maos de Chester Crocker em particular,
mas também daquelcs que continuam a olhar pantos africanos como
factor de pouca importäncia numjogo global que também reforga o
legado neo-colonial em Africa.
por essa desastrosa politica do “engajamenlo
Austral qUe tinha os seus alicerces na

_

■

■

Jusdficadp ou nåai p pragmatismP

tinha o seu de qué e de

rebclides — do curto reinado do mardr Patrice Lumumba ea

guerra de.MoiseTshom be epntraas Nappes Unidas no Katanga
—o
CPngo passo u a ser um ti sin dpése decinco lettas
■

:

döspioreL

pesadelösjamais conhecidPs em Africa.
.

Claro que,
na

'
'■
muitos dos membros das classes no poder na Etaropa e:

America do Norte foram béneficiärios dö

império financeirq de;

importantes ligöes a tirar a partir da crise zairense,
partieularmente para os que continuam arefutar o ponto de vistade

Mobutu, os milhöes depositados nas capitals dessas poténcias sem o

que 0 estado pös-colonial em Africa

do processo

Portanto, hä

éexternamentecomröiado,um

refémdoscälculosceonömicosepoliticosdosquegovernamonosso
globo. A verdade é que a chamada crise no Zaire näo é mais do qup
Sapem April, 1997

gpojo rfas qt,ais ele teriahä muito tempo dcsaparccido cm bcneficio:^

democrätico e Ae rcvitalizagiäö écohÖmica de

populagäo a maioria da qual hoje vive täo abaixo dé
mensurävel linha de pobreza”;

uma

”qualq uer
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PERSPECTIVES
A crise ho Zaire constitui:

uma
grande acusagäo contra bs
inercantilistas da Guerra Fria, um periodo na
politica tnundial;
durante o qua! inerentes e nascentes forgas democraticasem Africa

é dal

produzir uhi “cprapromisso” do que uma viioria direcia por
“dfesconhecidos’ie, calvcz, também '“sem crédito".

Assim. pane do entendimento era de amimalhar a
ditadores que sobre\'ivcrara
hicrarquia dos
principal me nte com base no apbio externb. POrtanto, é faisaménte pbdéres na Africa Austral e Oriental nunia aparente iniciativa
transparente que as mesmas pöléncias externas, ns cbamadds; africanacom vistqå"solufao’-ou^compromisso”entre as partes. A
,4frica do Sul mofdeu ä iscia e assumiu ö papel de arbitro
defensoresda boagovernagao; venham hojb reclamar
imparcial
que estab a
entre o
regime dP Mobutu e a alianqa rebelde. Claroque, cedo toda
exportar a democracia para a Africa.
a iarga acabaria sendo
exposta tanto pelo avango impetuoso da
Sem duvida, que o disb'par da Guerra Fria restauroii
p cspagp:: alianga rebelde eomo pela deelafacgab dos EstadPs Onidbs de
que
para tais cxpressbes democraticas como as que estamos agora 3: -Mobutu havia de repente se tornado numa criatura da historia!

foram frustradas

e

testemunhar

toda

em

suprimidas

a

por

Africa. E quase que um retorno aos

primeiros anos da hua pela independencia nacional. Contudo,
tal como a recente historia nos informa, o
pen'odo iniciaf
tornou-se vitima das banalidades da
politica e ecpnomia
nrundiais. produzindo um estado africano
pos-colonial em que
as forgas democraticas e
popUlares ficaram cada vez mats
emascuiadas

e

até mesmo: silenciadas. Do

mesmo

modo,

a

actual fase do moyimenco demoeratico
que esta a; ten tar
restabelecer-se com o fun da Guerra Fria
jä esta sob ameaga. Xo

minimo.

pareceexistirumaconspiragäodestinadaaobstäculizar

e conter

tais movimentos

populäres.^

Para comegar, é reflexo da actual
conjuntura e da ordem politica
internadönal asi relacionadaque nenhum nibvimento

Africa

tenha

conseguido

arrancar o

dos que superasam o npsso

popularem
“bengao";
paternalismo global

poderestatal

globo. Este novo

sem a

relagao ä democracia organica em Älficä, lera sem duvida
inipedido b surgimento de moviméntbs genuinos, bomprometido
outros, é assegurado que aqueles que acabam por törnar as fedeas :
do poder do estado fiquem täo isolados ao
ponto de perderem a
verdadeira iniciauva na condugao doS: destinos dös sens
paises.
Portanto vemos surgir o peculiar ‘modclo de governagao", uma
receiia imposta do exterior para a resolugäo de conflitos
politicos:
o Govertio de UnidadeXadom. Nao so se
presume em talinodelo
em

De forma

significativa.

se

medo de que um movimen to
popular
sob escrutinio a menos que

podera tornar-se dificil de
seja obrigado a ‘partilhar o
poder” com os sens adversdrios. Neste ponto, nem os ntovimemos
de liberiagdo nacional convencioaais na Africa Austral nem a
segunda fuse dos movimentos populäres na Africa pos-cbloiiial
ainda conseguiram transcender esta era de domfnio do
capital
internacional.

Hd iigbes bbvias a tirar de Laurent Kttbiia e da sua Aliangd; e;
tambem para aqueles governos c pessoas progressistas cm Al'rica
dcierminados

a

Moose advene

lomarem coma do seu

desiino. Cuidado! Porumto,

grau de confianga: ”.Mesmo se e}es (a
alianga rebelde) tivessem que prevalecer militarmente 5.
reconhecem que deve haver uma solugdo
politica... .Mas Mobutu
poderd desempenhar um papel positivo na transigdo”. .\ suspeiia
foi sempre de que, uma vez cOnvencidos de
que o (seu) Mobutu
com certo

Africa do Sul, qualquer outra

pronunciaram publicamente sobre oconflito no Zaire, para nao
uma condenagäö a Mobutu ou
exaltagäo a Ktibila.

É uma triste acusagäo contra adiplomacia africana
seu
a

melhor,

nao

que, mesnro no
é nada mais do que uma extensao ou frente
para

poUlica cöntempbrånca global. Tal

revolucipnarios africanos

antes

como

dele, Kabila

muitos

oulros

aHahga tern
dificuldades que Ihes
e a sua

para ficarem preocupados com as
esperani nos prqximos meses. Apesar de ludo, Kabila jä se
estabeleceu entre a maioria dos africanos e forgas
progrcssistas em
todo p mundo cpmo ainda um outro autentico simbolo da luta
razao

africana eda sua resistencia contra as forgas
mais fizeram

globais que até aqui so

paraimpedir do que apoiar oprocesso de recuperagao

do continenteB

v

PEACE STUDIES a
CONFLICT RESOLUTION

RESEARCHER

africanos nao podem gerir um sistema eleitoral em que o
vencedorassumeagovernagäo mas, mais importante,existe sempre
manter

a

falar de

que os

o

nem

poténciaäfricananaÄfrica Oriental eAustrai.ncma propria OUA,

A group

of catholic church agencies requires
competent and qualified person to undertake
6-month research into the regional situation of:
1,

Peace studies & conflict resolution

2.
3.

Conflict issues

a
a

Existing initiatives in the field

The appointee will report to the responsible
committee, will travel within the region and will
conduct three evaluation workshops within the
research period.

.

Applications in writing, with CV, qualifications
and referees by 16 April 1997 to:

deve s'er desfaseado, os Estados Unidos iriam
apoiar a Alianga com
vista a criarcin-se as condigöes debaixq das
quais um novo mas

The

aceitdvel

CAUSEWAY

regime possa surgir. Havia mesmo a espectativa de que
Mobutu iria oferecer melhor resistencia do
que provou ser b caso
16

Secretary General, ZCBC,

Box CY738
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ECONOMY & FINANCE
SOUTHERN AFRICA

i

Improving economic management
Economic management encompasses a

direct,

or even

wide range ofmeasures taken by governments to influence,
control economic activity, argues Professor Chinyamata Chipeta.

HESE INCLUDE

T

actively

seek

macroeconomic

The

policies that
to

Regional Economic Situation

Promotion of sustained and stable

ensure

stability; active

economic conditions has continued

government intervention in the market to

many economies

complement, regulate and, wherever
necessai^, to create markets.
A key aspect is a sound and stable

fiscal front, there is

to

elude

in Southern Africa. On the
continuing mismatch
between revenue and expenditure. As shown
in Table 1, in many countries total
expenditure as a proportion ofGross National

use,

macroeconomic environment characterised

by the absence of inflation, accompanied by
a stable but flexible exchange rate, a

Product (GNP)

exceeds total currentrevenue,

resulting in overall budget deficits.
In an attempt to reduce budget deficits,
policy measures have been adopted to

sustainable balance of payments position,
internal and external debtprofiles, adequate

foreign exchange resents, positive real rates
of interest, and a steady rate of economic
growth.
The attainment of this is comprised of
prudent management of the government
budget (taxation and expenditure), control
of the money supply, internal credit and
external borrowing and of aggregate demand
and supply.
Acting as indirect incentives, these
characteristics are required to encourage
producers to create more wealth. They are
also required to encourage owners of labour,
capital, and land to allocate those resources
to produce and consume more wealth.
Table 1: Central Government Revenue and

macro-

increase

revenue

and control

expenditure.

These efforts have, however, not been
consistent in all

cases.

So overall,

budget

deficits as proportion of GNP have fluctuated.
Rates of inflation

were

relatively low in

Southern Africa between 1970 and 1980,
when

they averaged less than 10 per cent in
four of the countries shown in Table 2. Rates
of inflation

higher in the other five
countries shown in that table, but they were
all below 20 per cent. Between 1980 and
1993, average rates of inflation increased in
all countries, except in Mauritius where there
was a decline to below 10
per cent. MTiat
these high rates of inflation imply is that real
were

deposit interest rates may have been negative
throughout the 1980s and early 1990s. Real
lending rates of interest were negative in
most of the countries at the
beginning of this
period, but became positive subsequently.
During the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, the
authorities in

most

of these countries used

both indirect

(monetary) and direct
(physical) techniques for controlling money

and credit. The former consisted of variations
in the Bank Rate and in the

liquidity ratio.

The latter consisted of

ceilings on credit
expansion, control of sectoral allocation of
credit, and moral suasion.
Variations in the Bank Rate

an

borrowed from central banks, because the
financial sector was not fully developed
and integrated, and because
were

reluctant

nominal interest

to

the authorities
sufficiently increase

rates

in order

to create

positive real rates of interest. The liquidity
ratio as an instrument of monetary policy
was
handicapped by the fact that for the
most part they were above the
required
minimum, and the authorities

were not

Expenditure

Total Current

Total

Overall

Revenue

Expenditure
(% of GNP)

Surplus/Deficit
(% of GNP)

(% of GNP)
1980

1993

1980

1993

1980

1989

1991

1994

36.5

40.2

•0.2

27.1

114.0

11.2

22.7

32.1

-3.7

Botswana

36.6

56.1

Lesotho

17.1

27.1

Malawi

20,7

Mauritius

21.0

37.6
22.6

27.4

28.3

22.2

-0.3

-17,3

-6.0

-1.9

-10.4

-1,6

0.0
-7.6

-4.7

-2.5

-7,5

-0,3

-9.2

-7.3

40.2

34.9

Namibia

as

instrument of monetary policy met with
limited success. Commercial banks rarely

23.1

32.6

South Africa

24.6

Tanzania

17.6

28.8

-8.4

Zambia

27.0

40.0

-20.0

-4.6

•55.0

Zimbabwe

24.4

•11,1

-9.1

-6.9

31.8

35.3

36.2

-0.3

Source: World Bank, World Developrrter)! Report 1995 and 1996
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willing to increase the required minimum.
On the other hand, direct controls are said
to

have been effective in

controlling the

volume and direction of credit.

With the
sector

emphasis on the prirate
prices in allocating
direct methods of controlling
new

and market

resources,

The balance of payments of a
typical
Southern African countr)' is characterised
by a surplus on the merchandise trade
account, a deficit on the current account
due

to

surplus

techniques have been given prominence.
But, are these equally effective?
As in the past, variations in the Bank

on

are not

effective. There

are two

other

problems. One is that there may be no
relationship between the Bank Rate

fixed

and bank interest
that banks

rates.

The other is

interest rates
irrespective of variations in the Bank
Rate. In doing so, banks are interested
in pursuing their own commercial
interests which aim to maximise profit
by increasing the difference between
deposit and lending rates of interest.
Sustaining positive real rates of interest
is not their objective.
Open market operations and variations
in the liquidity cash resen'e ratio, which
alter the lending base, have more chance of
success.

Their

there is

more

can

vary

success can

be enhanced if

integration.

payments abroad for factor

net

on official capital account and a
deficiton private capital account. The surplus

the official

more

capital

than sufficient

account

account
to cover

were

current

adjustment

happens, there is
surplus on the overall balance of payments.
Sometimes, however, it is not creating an
overall balance of payments deficit.
Data on these aspects is shown in Table 3,
position of

the

were not
was

now

and

macroeconomic

flexible enough.

that under

would

Unfortunately,
drastic

be

floating,

automatic.

adjustment

can

inconsistent

be

with

stability and development

objectives.
The inter-bank market mechanism of

current account

determining the exchange rate is not
satisfactor)’either because of the underlying
structural features of regional economies.
These features include uncertain foreign
exchange receipts because of dependence
on
primary product exports which can be
unstable, relatively open economies, and a
high level of dependence on imports.

most countries was worse in

1993 than in 1970; gross

international
reserves
were
inadequate; Malawi,
.Mozambique, Tanzania and Zambia were
heavily indebted to external creditors and
the debt service ratio was higher in 1994
than in 1980 in Botswana, Lesotho, Zambia,
and Zimbabwe.

The data

abandoned because under them,

The view held

deficit. When this

which shows that

market determined. Before

exchange rates

is normally
the

are

adopting market based mechanisms.
Southern African countries experimented
with pegging to a single
currency, to two
currencies, to the SDR (IMF’s Special
Drawing Right), and to a basket of
currencies. These exchange rates
regimes

services, non-factor services and private
transfers, and on the capital account, a

money and credit have lost favour in the
1990s. At the same time, monetary

Rate

rates

exchange rates (Table 4)
exchange rates have been
depreciating recently. In some cases,
currency depreciation has been quite steep.
What is not shown there is that
exchange
on

Issues in Economic

shows that all

Management

Well-trained

policy-making personnel are
required to achieve a sound economic
management.

Table 2: Inflation and Interest Rates
Average Annual

Nominal Interest

Rates of Banks

Rates of Inflation

(Avg. Annual %)
Deposit Rate

Lending Rate

W
1970-80

1980-93

1980

1993

1980

1993

Botswana

11.6

12.3

5.0

13.5

8.5

14.9

Lesotho

9.7

13.8

8.1

11.0

15.8

Malawi

8.8

15.5

21.8

16.7

29.5

Mauritius

15.3

8.8

Angola

Mozambique

42.3

Namibia

11.9

7.9

South Africa

13.0

14.7

Swaziland

12.3

13.3

Tanzania

14.1

24.3

4.0

Zambia

7.6

58.9

7.0

Zimbabwe

9.4

14.4

3.5

5.5

8.4

16.6

9.6

18.0

13.8

9.5

16.2

11.5

31.0

48.5

9.5

113.3

29.5

17.5

36.3

Source: World Bank, Woild Development Report 1995
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Table 3: Balance of

1

Payments, Reserves, External Debt and External Debt Service
Current Account

Gross International

Total

Balance Before

Reserves in Months

External

Debt Service

Official Transfers

of

Debt as

% of

as

(US$ million) Cover

Import as
% of Exports

% of

1970

1993

1994

1980

1994

32.3

2.1

4.3

1993

Exports

Exports

Botswana

-35

Lesotho

-1

-376

1.8

331.9

1.5

16.9

Malawi

-46

-221

0.7

523.0

27.7

17.4

Mauritius

5

-96

4.8

68.1

9.1

7.3

Mozambique

-820

2.2

1,388.7

Namibia

179

0.3

23.0

South Africa

-1,253

1,743

1.4

Tanzania

-37

-935

2.1

877.5

25.9

20.5

Zambia

107

-471

1.3

560.1

25.3

31.5

Zimbabwe

-26

-295

1.8

3.8

31.1'

1993

Source: World Bank, World DevelopmenI Report 1995 and 1996

Table 4: Southern African

Many countries suffer from inadequate
human resources to manage key economic

Unless Stated Otherwise

ministries and other institutions. There is
also

Total External

shortage of honest, highly motivated
civil servants
sustained by merit-based
recruitment, promotion and competitive

Regional Official Exchange Rates (US$
at the End of Each Year)

per

unit of Local Currency

as

1990

1992

1994

1995

Bolswana

0.5344

0.4431

0.3680

0.3544

Lesblho

0.3902

0.32755

0.28221

0.27416

Malawi'

2.6469

4.3958

15.2986

15.3031

Maunlius'

14.322

16.998

17.863

17.664

Mozambique'

1,038.1

2,951.4

6,651.0

10,890.0

Namibia'

2.56250

3.05300

3.54350

3.64750

Soulh Alrica

0.39024

0.32755

0.28221

0.27416

Swaziland

0.39024

0.32755

0.28221

0.27416

a

—

remuneration.
Unreliable and

untimely data on national

Income, trade, and the balance of payments,
in part

due to the omission ofactivities of the
growing second economy, are equally a
constraint on the management of aggregate
demand and the external

systems

sector.

Weak

for budget formulation, execution,

and control

are a matter

of concern for the

management of the budget: loss of control of
central banks

the actions of other

Tanzania'

196.30

335.00

523.45

550.36

institutions, fragmentation and
segmentation of the financial sector, and

Zambia

0.0234

0.0028

0.0015

0.0010

lack of independence

Zimbabwe

0.3793

0.1824

0.1192

0.1074

over

financial

of central banks limit
supply and credit.
Frequent consultations on economic
policies with the World Bank, International
Monetai7 Fund, other multilateral lending
control

over

money

institutions, and bilateral donors offer

an

opportunity for improving economic
management. However, the value of such
opportunities is limited by weaknesses in the
reform programmes which sometimes lack
committment to balanced budgets or positive
real rates of interest, and by the reluctance of
multilateral lending insUtutions to dole out
punishmentforfoilure to satisfyconditionalities.
Safem April, 1997

'Units of local currency per US$
Source: IMF International Financial Stalistirs,

January, 1997

Strategies for Improving Economic
Management
Countries must adopt general strategies
that

will

ensure

macroeconomic

commitment

to

stability from the highest
levels of authority. This should be
accompanied by the competent personnel
capable of insulating themselves from internal
political pressures.
In the field of fiscal management, the

crucial needs
balanced

are

for

a

commitment

to a

budget and the strengthening

of systems for formulation, execution,
and control of tax and expenditure

policies. In the area of monetary
management, the urgent needs have to
do with promoting the independence of
central banks and strengthening central
bank control

over

the actions of other

financial institutionsB
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Fespaco ‘97: Africa celebrates
Chris Kabwato

HE 16TH edition of the Pan African

President and

included the Media for DevelopmentTrust’s

professional draughtsmen
palace to play a game of
draughts. In the streets the draughtsmen
play whilst hurling all sorts of txilgar insults at
each other. Xow playing the President the
street man gets carried away and throws all
his barbs at His Excellency. How the dear
leader responds to that is the cmx of the film.

Even'one's Child and Godwin Mawuru’s I

With the

T

Film and Television Festival

(Fespaco)
was held in
Ouagadougou from
February 22 to March 1 tinder the theme
“Cinema, Childhood and Youth”.

By coincidence, two ofZimbabwe’s entries
in the festival focused

am

on

children. These

The Fiuiire.

Over 5 500 visitors descended on the dusty

he calls

capital city of Burkina Faso, which has
with Africa's motion
pictures. In terms of cineastes, producers
and distributors the list read like

a

a

his

current

situation in Zaire

as

the

decadent and sterile Mobutu clan tumbles.
La Damier is prophetic.
At the 1995 edition of

small

become synonymous

to

caused

a

sensation with his

Fespaco, Balufu
biographical film

fails and Joseph becomes a fugitive.
Desperate and, with nowhere to hide, his last
hope is Dejen, a servant, who was once his
childhood playmate. BothJoseph and
Dejen
soon discover that old class
prejudices and
resentments cannot be so
easily overcome.
coup

This is

a

film Frantz Fanon and Amilcar

Cabral would have loved

for it

finely
the dilemma of the bourgeoisie in
the face of revolution. Other young cineastes
included Cecil Moller, with his six-part series.
The Marriage, José Laplaine of Zaire with
Macadam Tribu, and his compatriot Joseph
to see,

captures

Kumbela with Colis Postal.

‘who is

A section

of the

Festival entitled

who’ of Africa’s

cinema-making elite. There
was Ousmane Sembene, the
doyen ofAfrican

“Retrospective” gave the visitors a
view older and classic films such

cinema, Cheikh Oumar Sissoko of Mali,

Yeleen, probably the most lyrical film made

Djibril Diop Mambety of Hyenas, Ingrid
irrepressible Lionel
Xgakane ofSouth Africa together with SABC
boss Madala Mphahlele and, of course,
Soulymane Cisse, the director of the beautiful

in Africa. Also in the section

film, Yeleen. Cisse had another film, Waati,

Mbala’s Au Nom du Christu (In The Name of

in exhibition. But

Christ).

Sinclair of Flame, the

a

Kabore’s

or Etalon Yennenga went to Gaston
Kabore’s Buud läm, a sequel to WendKuuni.

feast of good

Now Wend Kuuni is twenty years old and
been living for the past twelve years with

films, jeanrepresented the
younger generation of cineastes with his
wacky film, Aristotle's Plot (for some reason

Called

has
the
found

The author with

Cinema). His compatriot,Jean-MarieTeno,
had his

Clando, a biting satire on
“pirate” taxi driver trying
living in Yaounde. It was popular

own

entiy',

the experiences of a
to

eke

a

with the audiences.

Idrissa Ouedraogo opened the festival with
his Kini & Adams

(the working title was

Through The Day). Significantly both Bekolo
and Ouedraogo’s films were shot in
Zimbabwe. It was refreshing to watch a large
corpus of films from young artists, the most
significantofwhich was La Damierby Zairean
Bakupa Balufu. La Damier was the most
overtly political film in the whole festival. It
revolves around the relationship of the life20

section the grand

prize

Pierre Bekolo of Cameroon

the title was changed from An African

Gaston

1995), and Ivorian Gnoan

In the main competition

cinema.
was a

were

early work. Wend Kiiuni (God's

Etalon Yennenga in

dimensions. It is music, food, dance and of
And there

Cisse’s

as

Gift), Idrissa Ouedraogo’s Yaaba, Cheikh
Oumar Sissoko’s Guimba (a winner of the

Fespaco is more than just
festival. It is a celebration of Africa in all its

course,

chance to

on

Djibril Diop Mambety (right)

Thomas Sankara, the slain President of

Burkina Faso,

given that Blaise Compaore
the
festival. Participants were also to witness his
militancy in graphic terms when he beat up a
who murdered Sankara officially opened

certain French

man

whom he accused of

having insulted “my Mother Africa” — as he
put it.
But Balufu was not the only committed
artist. Yemane Demissie of Ethiopia had his
film entitled Tumult in tlte main competition.
It is set in 1960 when Joseph, an aristocratturned revolutionary, secretly masterminds a
coup against the Ethiopian monarchy. The

family tliat adopted him when he was
half-dead in the bush. Poghere, Tinga’s
daughter, who is now seventeen develops an
intense liking and affection for her adoptive
brother who loves his sister

as

well. The

family enjoys a peaceful life till the day when
Poghere becomes critically ill. Wend Kuuni
is commissioned to go in search of a native
doctor, who is
medicine, and

conversant
to

lead him

with traditional
to

attend

to

his

sister.

Apart from being a showcase of Africa’s
film-making elite, Ouagadougou is an
indication of the fact that with

a

little bit

of support

from governments and the
community, Africa could become a
powerhouse in the world’s film-making
industiy'B
more

business
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ReChiShona

published. Much of what he says in the review
is not really about what is in the dictionary, but
about the people who compiled it, particularly its
clearly despises, and whose qualifications and
experience he does not recognise.
In our response in the sections that follow, we
show that Kahari’s review consists mainly of
misrepresentations and distortions, including
mistranslations of only parts of carefully chosen

kugadzirira varidzi vemutauro
weChiSIwna durarnazwi ravangashandise
vachinzwisisa zvirimo nyore nyore. (p.x)
(to compile a dictionary that all mother
tongue speakers can use easily).
The approach used throughout is to emphasize
what all the regional varieties of Shona have in
common, rather than to continue to present them
as separate, permanent and even antagonistic
ethnic camps fighting for hegemony. In the

entries. lnit,heoftenuses—and even misuses—
irrelevant technical jargon as well, with the

social milieu of modern Zimbabwe, with its
increased physical and social mobility,

apparent purpose of impressing non-experts,
without making any reference to the type of
dictionary we compiled or to its purpose and user
needs. In addition, the thirty-four page preface

urbanization and

Owen SIchone

Sapem Apriu 1997

that

precedes letter ‘A’ and explains how entries
selected and constructed, and why, are
ignored.
The most serious allegation that Kahari makes,
although this is only implied, is that the dictionary
is written in dialect. Kahari alleges that a certain
“regional language” has been used, and that,
therefore, this represents a shift from “the centre”
(Harare) to the periphery (Masvingo), which, in
turn, would mark “the beginning of a major shift
in educational policy on the development of
Standard Shona”. In plain language, the professor
is saying the dictionary is written in ChiKaranga,
were

when it should have been written in ChiZezuru.

31

indeed, in any of the others. Durarnazwi
clearly states the intention of the

Durarnazwi ReChiShona {SAPEM,
Vol.lO Nos. 3&4) before the dictionary was

Chief Editor, Dr Herbert Chimhundu, whom he

GENDER ISSUES

shouid be written in either of these two dialects,
or,

First of alL

this is plainly false. Secondly,

do not think that

a

Standard Shona

we

dictionary

editors

as:

...

literacy rate, who needs

regionalism?
Standardization is a

long process which should
synthesis of regional and social
dialects, and which starts with the design of a
common writing system based on a study of the
sound system and the grammar of the language.
Through the development of a written literature
that draws its vocabulary from all these varieties,
a standard literary language emerges as the
prestigious variety that is also popularized
through the media, and it becomes the variety
that is generally acceptable and generally used.
In the process, one of the original dialects will
have a predominant influence on the standard
literary language. Typically, this is the dialect of
the capital city, which is usually also the centre
of government, industry, commerce, publishing,
newspapers, radio, television, advertising
agencies, and, not the least important, fashion.
be viewed

as a

21
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city

also summarized in the front matter of the

is also the

largest and most cosmopolitan
population centre in the country, the standard
Shona that emerges will actually be drawing

dictionary, which, in addition, gives hints on how
to use the dictionary (p. xxxiv). Why Professor
Kahari decided to ignore all of this is puzzling

from the rest of the country,

indeed.

of its vocabulary,

Regarding what he calls “reflection of social
we can only point out that, while there
may be room for moralizing and analogy in fiction,
there is none in lexicography. Words that are
commonly known or used were selected and
entered, including those that refer to parts of the
anatomy and to biological functions, and, where
appropriate, these were defined euphemistically.
Words that have come in from other languages, as
opposed to slang as such, were selected according
to specific criteria (see p. xxiv). Purism has never
helped any language. All one needs to do to
confirm this fact is to compare the story ofLati n—

In the case ofZimbabwe, because the capital

particularly in terms
although the dialect
immediately surrounding that city will have the
largest input. Chimhundu has identified that
dialect as ChiZezuru (DPhiI thesis, 1983). This
fact, however, does not mean that words from the
other dialects should be suppressed.
The

Shona-speaking people of this country
simply tired of carrying partially invented
regional dialect labels that divide them and do not
mean very much today anyway, in view of today ’ s
high levels of social mobility and rapid
sociolinguistic change. Our decision simply to
cross-reference synonyms and to indicate spelling
(i.e., pronunciation) variants, without givingdialect
labels, has proved to be very popular with the
users. This is something we had actually checked
with target users during the fieldwork stage, even
before we started compiling the dictionary itself.
We belie ve that language standardisation shou Id
not be confused with hegemony, in the sense of
one dialect or regional variety being imposed on
everybody else. Standard Shona should, in fact,
unite rather than divide people. That is why, for
example, Shona writers generally avoid writing in
dialect.
Anybody who revives hegemonic
arguments in relation to Standard Shona would
actually be taking us back to the period before
Doke (1931), when the early missionaries failed
to design a common orthography because they
approached the whole question as regional and
“tribal” representatives (for a detailed discussion,
see Chimhundu, ‘On the Ethnolinguistic Factor
during the Invention of Tribalism’, Journal of
African History, no. 33, 1992, 87-109).
Viewed in the cuirent political climate, the
are

statements
on

Professor Kahari makes in his review

this matterare quite reckless, if not mischievous.

As for his indirect reference to the

possibility that
we might be ignorant of education policy in
respect of the languages to be taught in
Zimbabwean schools, we are well aware of what
this is (see 1987 Education Act, Section 55, p.

225). We are also deeply aware of the
comprehensive national language policy that is
evolving, and we see Durainazwi ReChiShona as
being one of the many steps that will need to be
taken in that direction.
All the other major points raised in the
professor’s review are actually addressed in the
dictionary itself.
For example, although Professor Kahari’s
review suggests that the dictionary had been made
without contacting Shona experts, we made

extensiveconsultations,involvingalltheeducation
sectors and a wide variety of stakeholders.
Similarly, extensive fieldwork was conducted.
Tfiis information is made explicit in the front
matter of the dictionary (see especially pp. vii-viii
and

xxv-xxvi). Then, when the data

deliberate decisions

were

made

on

was at

hand,

how to select

headwords, how to construct and order entries,
how to fix definition formats, how and when to
cross-reference, and how and when to add
illustrative
22

examples. All these explanations

are

values”,

which has been dead for centuries—with the stoiy

of any

living language, such as English.
Professor Kahari also dismisses the dictionary

making an original contribution, not being
comprehensive and not being the first “Shona-toShona” dictionary.
We presume “Shona-toShona” means monolingual. Although Dale’s
Durainazwi: A Shona-English Dictionary (1981)
does give definitions partly in Shona, it is still
bilingual.
The results of our collection and development
are gi ven as part of the front matter ofthe dictionary
(pp. xiii-xxiii).
On the point he makes about the lack of
originality (a point to which we will return later).
as not

Professor Kahari

must

be

aware

that

a

new

dictionary cannot be original to the extent of
avoiding headwords that have already been entered
in previously published dictionaries because it is
dealing with the same language. Dictionary makers
do not “own” the words described in their

dictionaries; the people who use those words are
their owners.
Therefore, it is accepted

lexicographic practice to refertoolderdictionaries
as new ones are compiled. The ones which we
found to be most useful for these purposes were

only two, Hannan’s Standard Shona Dictionary
(revised 2nd edition with Addendum, 1984) and
Dale’s Duramazwi: A Shona-English Dictionary
(1981), and these are acknowledged i n Durainazwi
ReChiShona (p. viii).
1 n the section headed “A Brief H istory of Shona
Lexicography”,-Professor Kahari has listed only
thirteen titles out of many more that are described
by Professor George Fortune in a comprehensive
article on the history of Shona lexicography
(Zambezia, 1979,vol. vii.no. I,pp.21-47),which
is not acknowledged in the review of Duramazwi
ReChiShona. We mention this because, by giving
us his list, and then quoting the proverb “Kugara
nhakakuonadzevamwe”, he seems to be implying
we do not know, nor have we followed,

that

established

lexicographic tradition. We submit
dictionaries

that the traditions relevant to bilingual
are

not the same ones that would be relevant to

monolingual lexicography. In fact, apart from
acknowledging those dictionaries that we found
useful as predecessors of a different kind (and did
not “systematically rifle”, as the professor seems
to be suggesting), Chimhundu, who has been
involved with Shona lexicography since 1979,

actually wroteapaper describing the contributions
Shona lexicographers and how
they had prepared the ground for mother-tongue
speakers to venture i nto monolingual lexicography.
The paper, entitled “From Hannan to Dale:
Towards a monolinguial Shona dictionary”, was
presented at a special UNESCO/ AECROTAN AL
Seminar on Lexicography in Zanzibar in July
of earlier bi li ngual

1989 and contains the earliest versions of a number
of concrete

suggestions which shaped the design
Project.
Informed Decisions

of the ALLEX

The

point being made here is that, while

non-

experts may be impressed by Kahari’s list and the
comments he makes

about the contributions of the

early missionaries in the various dialects before
Doke’s “Union Orthography”, the ALLEX team—
making a synchronic (i.e.. current language)
dictionary in the 1990s—had no need to go back
to all these

dictionaries and. in fact, ended up

using, for reference only, the two current ones
(Hannan and Dale), and these are clearly
acknowledged in the front matterofthedictionary.
We were not, then, as the professor seems to be
suggesti ng, operating from a posi tion of ignorance
of the lexicographic tradition, but, rather, we were
making informed decisions about what to use,
what not to use and why.
An impression that is easy to get from Professor
Kahari’s review is that Chimhundu and the
ALLEX Team just

started 'writing a dictionary’
couple of years ago. I n fact, the preparation and
research actually took more than the minimum
of ten years which Kahari seems to be prescri bing
for all ‘respectable’ dictionary projects which,
a

like Hannan’s and Dale’s, describe words in the

Shona

language, even in this day and age of
advanced information technology.
Is the
professor suggesting that

we

should have waited

for—or looked to—other people to do everything
for

us. including writing dictionaries in our own
languages, because that is what used to happen in
the past and. therefore, we shou Id not be permitted
to begin to do the work ourselves because they,
and not we, ‘have the experience”.^

Kahari’s treatment, then, of previous
lexicographic work is only one example of the
many irrelevant things that are included in the
‘review’, and we cannot dismiss the possibility
that it is there primarily to impress non-experts.
We wonder if even non-experts will be impressed
by his inclusion, in his dialect- labelled list, a
number of “would-have-been helpers” for Kalanga
(which, historically, was considered to be a part of
the Shona group, but which has even become
officially recognized in the education system as a
separate language) while he leaves out all
references

to

ChiNdau (a dialect of Shona).

Despite Kahari’s suggestions to the contrary,
the ALLEX Project is a pioneering work in the
history of Shona—indeed, of Bantu—
lexicography in a numberof respects. The ALLEX
Project is consciously and deliberately developing
methods of dictionary-making that are most
applicable to our own situation, with the aim of
producing those dictionaries that will be most
u.seful to mother-tongue speakers of the indigenous
Sapem April, 1997
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languages of Zimbabwe. Towards achieving this,

in Shona society,

the ALLEX Team went outside Zimbabwe to

of Chimhundu’s PhD thesis

study advances in mother-tongue lexicography,
partly because such a thi ng was unknown here and
partly because we felt we needed to design a new
type of Shona dictionary altogether. In order to
move monolingual lexicography forward in
Zimbabwe,

we

decided to collaborate with

lexicographers from the Universities of Botswana,
Gothenburg and Oslo, people who have
contributed significantly to monolingual
lexicography in their own countries. We also
studied, very carefully, the programmes and
products of the Collins COBUILD Project and of
the Dictionary Research Centre at Exeter in the
United Kingdom. We continue to be convinced
that, if we had followed the bilingual missionary
traditions to which the professor seems to be
married, we would not have come up with a
monolingual Shona dictionary, and we would still
be where we were at independence. Those who
want to compile reference works about Shona in
English can continue to do so. The ALLEX
Project is simply not about that—it is about
documentation in and empowerment through the
medium of the mother tongue.
Our vision of the future vis-a-vis

language

so fundamentally different from
Professor Kahari’s that we might as well be living

development is

in different worlds. The only

thing we can say on
this is that we do not live in the past. Our elders
should understand that our generation, as well as
future

generations, cannot live in the same ways
people have lived in the past, for the simple
reason that needs and circumstances change.

as

Because of this difference in vision, which leads
the

yardstick to judge
Duraniazwi ReChiSliona, it is necessary here to
pause and give a bit of background.
professor to

use

the

wrong

which he knows to be the subject
(1983) and many
other articles published afterwards. In his thesis,
Chimhundu focuses on language change in Shona,
with particular reference to the adoption and
adaptation of words from other languages and the
influence of such loanwords on existing words, as
well as with reference to language change from a
more explicitly sociolinguistic perspective.
Professor Kahari also states that the dictionary
is “most

likely addressed to beginning students
[sic] rather than to specialists”. Yet there is a very
clear statement in the dictionary itself (p. x) that
the dictionary is mainly targeted at the middle
levels of the education system and at the general
user, not “specialists”, whatever their areas. It is
mainly intended to help both teachers and students
who, up to now, have not had a monolingual
Shona dictionary to referto. The dictionary offers
them many solutions to the problems they have
had in the teaching and learning of grammar
through the team’s metalanguage list, and its

a

•

•

It is also the first
reflect

one

which does not mark

or

those of tone

The

professor also al leges that Dr. Chi mhundu,
the Chief Editor, knows very little about language
Sapem April, 1997

should have been.

He touches

on

sensitive

ideological issues concerning the history of
writing in the country with particular reference
to Shona lexicography. Then he confuses his
imaginary“CentralMashonaland district” with
the combination of the two major dialects (i.e.
Zezuru and Karanga) on which Doke based his
recommendations for“Union Shona” and which
was later commonly referred to as Central Shona.
Below, we shall outli ne and cast our view on the

claims he makes about “the

Entry Terms”.
gives a list of people whom he
says the Team should have consulted in order to
come up with a better dictionary. We note that
all of them are prominent Shona-speaking
Kahari also

citizens, most of whom

are

in his

own

circle. We hope that the professor will

social

introduce

project to them, and alert them that we may
co-operation and support when we
get to the appropriate stage of the work we have
now started on the Advanced Shona Dictionary.
seek their

his list into “tribes”. We would not be consulting

more

than twice the number of

headwords contained in Dale’s

dictionary,
explain

which represents the first attempt to
Shona words in Shona.
•

•

many

course.

conceptually obscure,
downright anomalous, subheading “The
Entry Terms”, the professor continues with his
pontifications on what Duramazwi ReChiSliona

However,

variants in the

due

In the section with thfe

if not

It contains

The

metalanguage list alone represents the

coinages and standardisation of existing but
scattered grammatical terms.
It contains, and uses, transparent abbreviations
of all the terms found in the metalanguage list.
The COBUlLD-type definition formats used
have been tried and tested in English and other
European languages, and have proven to be very
popular with users. As a result, they are coming
to be common in European lexicography, but are
a completely new phenomenon in lexicographic
treatments of African languages.
Definitions refer to ‘the typical case’, rather
than to ‘necessary and sufficient conditions’,

are

use.

•

been eliminated.

Duramazwi is a compound noun

dictionary not listed as headwords.
The dictionary, because of its size and target user
group, was never meant to “say it all”, as the
professor suggests it should have. There is no way
amedium-sized, general purpose dictionary would
reflect all there is about a language which is
dynamic. The front matterofthedictionary (p. xi)
clearly explains that this dictionai^ is only one in
a series of dictionaries which will be published in

historical). The fact is that they are both
synchronic dictionaries, as ours is, since their
purpose is to describe words that are in current

The tone patterns themselves are given in Shona.

-dura

considers the fact that there

confusing

are not clarified by his claim that both
Dale’s and Hannan’s are diachronic (that is,

points

•

marking, which are
prevalent in previous dictionaries, have also
as

We beg to differ.

one

historical information, which, in fact,

our

regions or dialects.

elaboration of the Shona language through new

when

for giving

Errors such

/?eC/!z5/ionz( “bears little relation toits objectives”.

(explain) -i- mazwi (words) which means ‘a
word explainer’. The ALLEX Team defined and
explained more than 16,000commonly used words
and cross-referenced in over 500 pages (cp. Dale,
249 pp). The number of words explained in the
dictionai7 is actually much larger than I6,(X)0,

(and, as a resu It, for being merely “commercial”)
and yet, on the other hand, he also criticizes it

•

construction and definition of entries.
Kahari claims that the title of Duramazwi

classes and verbal

begin to use the terms
reflected in the metalanguage list, this will go a
long way towards the gradual elimination of the
teaching of Shona in English. The COBUILDtype definitions and examples of use also provide
users with models of properly constructed—and
punctuated—sentences for all kinds of writing.
There are many new features in this dictionary,
some of which we have already referred to;
It is the first purely monolingual dictionary;
that is, Shona is both the subject and object of
description.

number of false

allegations in his determination to thoroughly
condemn the dictionary. In the process, he makes
mistakes himself, even in those places where he
claims to be proposing better solutions in the

noun

extensions. If more schools

Allegations
Professor Kahari makes

of the

diachronic dictionaries. On the one hand, he
criticizes the dictionary for being synchronic

it does not do. These confused and

Teaching of Shona in English

treatments

nothing original about this dictionary?
The professor also betrays his lack of
understanding about what we are doing in the
dictionary when he talks about synchronic and

•

which
more
•

are

found in the

difficult to read,

more

traditional, and

European dictionaries.

It is both corpus-aided (with someof itsexamples
of usage having been drawn from oral and
written materials in Shona) and computerassisted.
How then

can

Kahari claim that there is

we note

that Kahari has sub-divided

these

prominent citizens or anybody else as
regional or “tribal” or dialect representatives,
as he suggests, because our project policy is
against such a narrow and divisive approach.
We are academics and researchers and we hope
to remain so. We are committed to the growth
of Standard Shona vis-a-vis regional speech
forms. This being the case, we are wary of
putting Zimbabweans into “tribal” or regional
groupings which can be used effectively by
elements with hidden

agendas.

Kahari also suggests that, “All the Shona
novels should have been fed into the computer

how a word is used in the context by the
novelist.” In the introduction, users of the
to see

dictionary
were

are told that not only Shona novels
fed into the computer, but also many other

types of texts written in Shona such as poems,
plays, ngano, etc. Frequency lists were then
printed to show how commonly used certain
word forms were, and concordances were also
printed to illuminate senses and to provide

example.s from specific instances of usage. We
did not, however, encode “all novels” into the

computer because it is neither desirable nor
23
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necessary. Lexicographic research and practice
has shown that it is more practical and more

useful to select

representative titles from various
literary genres, and this is exactly what we did
to produce our written language corpus.

Types of Dictionaries
To further

clarify issues arising from points
rai sed by Kahari on etymological and encyclopedic
information, it is also necessary to point to several
types of dictionaries that can be made, since a
number of considerations come into play when
dictionaries are compiled. Not every possible
kind of information

dictionary,

can

be included in every

Kahari seems to suggest by
demanding the inclusion of etymological
information, especially for adopted words.
as

Research that has been carried out on the needs of
users

of general purpose dictionaries has indicated

that

etymology falls at the bottom of the list. At
of the list is meaning. In a survey carried
out by Bejoint (1981), for example, only 5% of the
students to whom a questionnaire was distributed
indicated that etymology was necessary in a general
purposedictionary. Theomission of etymological
the top

information in Duramazwi ReChiShona

was not,

therefore, a result of ignorance; rather, it was the
re.sult of a conscious decision for the reasons that
have

already brought up.
Each time a language is studied, the aspect of
time comes into consideration. One may decide
to do a synchronic study. That is, one can describe
the state of the language disregarding whatever
changes might be taking place. Synchronic
dictionaries can be put into two groups, namely
general and restricted dictionaries. On the other
hand, one might decide to do a diachronic study of
language, that is, studying a language from the
point of view of its historical development.
Diachronic dictionaries can be put into three
categories, historical, etymological and historical/
etymological. The ALLEX Project Team opted
for a synchronic study. A variety of options are
we

available,

once

the type of dictionary has been

decided upon, whether or not, for example, to
include many, or few. details about the referents
of the words that are defined, and whether or not
to

include

etymological information.

To buttress his claims that the Team

was not

offering a proper treatment of the language, Kahari
gives elaborate information on the origins of the
nouns kero and adhiresi, for example.
The
information he gives reflects knowledge gleaned
from a particular type of research, but the question
is of what

use can

that information be to

our

intended target

users? We took this question
seriously, and carried out research at nine
secondary schools and two teachers’ colleges (see
p. vii) to find out the most practical and urgent user
needs. Findings from that research indicated that
there was more urgent need for a medium-sized
dictionary for general reference than there was for
a fully comprehensive (and large) volume with all
information known about all the words of the

language. Onthebasisofourresearch.wcdecided
that Duramazwi ReChiShona would be a

synchronic general dictionary. We also decided
that we would avoid including encyclopedic and
etymological information, since concentrating on
24

responsibly gathering etymological and other

textbooks

historical information, as Kahari suggests we
should have done, would have significantly delayed

dictionaries are not taught, or read from beginni ng

the process

apparent that, as a
uses the tools of

of compiling and producing the

dictionary.
One has to balance a lot of things in adictionary.
It is far much easier to write

review than it is to write

a

serialised book

single page of a
dictionary. Zgusta(1971,1) quotes a 17th century
writer, J.J. Scaliger, who said that “the worst
even a

criminals should neither be executed nor sentenced
to

other book of this size has

the Shona

ever

been written in

language, other than the Bible, which is

translation.) We agree that lexicographic work
is not heroic, but has Chimhundu ever claimed to
a

be a hero? All those who attended the launch of the

dictionary will recall Chimhundu saying that this
dictionary was just a small beginning (mavambo)
and appealing to the nation at large to get involved
in dictionary-making.
On Social Values
Kahari

be

writing

cannot or

will not

if he is sure that
actually check for
themselves to see what is in the dictionary that he
is reviewing. He must know that it is be difficult
for the vast majority of his readers to access the
dictionary at the time they are reading his review.
Does he feel safe in such knowledge? He certainly
seems to be taking advantage of the situation by
making the false accusations he makes. He
suggests, for example, that, because tbe dictionary
did not “shy away” from “calling a spade a spade”
when defi ning “taboo words”, the whole book has
an “overall tone and feeling” of being “coarse”.
He neglected to mention that the same words
referring to parts of the human anatomy and to
excretal functions of the body are also entered in
other dictionaries, for example, Hannan’s. But
when mother-tongue lexicographers enter and
define them—unsensationally and as neutrally as
possible—in a monolingual dictionary this
“offends traditionally accepted taste and decorum”,
so says Kahari.
As a matter of fact, the defining of coarse
expressions ih Duramazwi ReChiShona was done
very conscientiously and with the target user groups
in mind. For example, the female and male sexual
organs are defined in terms of their use for urinating
and child bearing. Both these definitions were
entered as a matter of policy, as is indicated in the
style manual in the ALLEX Project Second
Progress Report (1994, 27).
The baseless argument Kahari advances on the
lack of “social values” rellected in the dictionary
prepares the ground for making the point that
seems to worry him the most—that the dictionary
might be “...recommended as a standard textbook
ineducational institutions”. We found it surprising
that a person of Kahari’s position and experience
is not aware that a dictionary cannot be a textbtxrk,
but can only serve as a reference book. Reference
books are meant to beef up information in the
textbooks, but they cannot be prescribed as
seems to

his readers

as

setbooks themselves, since

end, like other school books.

It is very

literary critic himself, Kahari
literary criticism to assess a
linguistic edifice. He writes authoritatively about
“the overall tone and feeling of Duramazwi”, for
example, when the terms “tone” and “feeling”
are much more applicable to the study of
literature, which would fall in line with his
area

of

own

specialization—the novel.

forced labour, but should be condemned to

compile dictionaries because all the tortures are
included in this task”. It takes a lot of discipline,
commitment and sustained rigour to produce 500
pages of adictionary in any language. (By the way,
no

to

or even as

Conclusion
There are many different types of dictionaries.

The ALLEX Team has decided to do
at

a

one

thing

time, working from the most urgent and

general user needs towards meeting the more
specialized and advanced user needs.
Accordingly, the ALLEX Project has been
designed as a long-term programme of research
that will fully document the national languages
within a period of about twenty years.
This is clearly indicated in the master plan
which is displayed in the ALLEX Office and has
been published in its technical reports, which we
assume

Professor Kahari has seen but has chosen

ignore in his review, just as he has chosen to
ignore:
(a) clear statements in the prefaceof Duramazwi
ReChiShona about its scope, purpose and

to

target users;

(b) how the ALLEX Team has collected,
developed and standardized the descriptive
in the form of

a comprehensive
and transparent
abbreviations, without which a monolingual
dictionary cannot be made;
(c) thedescription of basic structures and forms
of the language, as well as presentation and
naming of letters, digraphs and other
symbols used to represent the language in
writing (i.e., its orthography), all in Shona;
(d) the fact that (b) and (c) had not been done
before and the many applications such terms
and descriptions have in the teaching and
learning of Shona;
(e) the fact that, nowadays, the teaching of
Shona is expected to take place in Shona
right up to A’ level and in the Teachers
Colleges; and
(0 the fact that the Department of African
Languages and Literature at the University
of Zimbabwe is preparing to follow suit,
and that the work that the ALLEX Project is
doing is an important part of the necessary
preparation for phasing out the use of
English as the medium for teaching the
national languages.

terms

metalanguage

list

Since Professor Kahari considers himself to
be the guru

of Shona, we would hope that the
professor would use his experience and
knowledge to contribute something positive and
constructive to the development of the national
languages — by writing something in Shona. A
monolingual Shona dictionary, perhaps. There
are many types to choose fromB
‘The authors are members of the Editorial team that

complied the dictionary.
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POLICY DIALOGUE SERIES

IMF and World Bank’s

^^Mouse”

Disappoints Uganda
Ann Pettifor

of gestation,
haggling and complex
“Debt Sustainability Analyses”, the
IMF and World Bank’s much-hyped debt relief
scheme gave birth to a mouse in March. The
outcome of proposals for debt relief for Uganda
fell far short of expectations aroused by the debt
relief package agreed in Washington in October,
FTER

A

I

MONTHS

international

Most of the debt is inherited from the

regimes of Idi Amin and Milton Obote
were given loans by Northern
creditors for, among other things,
the purchase of Western military
equipment.
who

1996.
I

At their annual meetings last year, the World
Bank and IMF announced, to some fanfare, the

Highly Indebted Poor Country (HIPC)
Initiative.

Bank President Wohlfenson

committed himself to its
I
!

success.

Many

expected Uganda to be the first and most likely
beneficiary of debt relief under this package,
given her favoured status with Northern aid
donors and International Financial Institutions

(IFIs). Furthermore, Uganda is one of the few
African countries to meet the strict criteria for
debt relief under the Initiative. In

I

particular,

record of eight years of IMF-backed
Structural Adjustment — two more years than

she has

a

needed to

qualify.

Uganda’s Debt Burden
However, Uganda’s hopes of meaningful debt
relief were dashed in mid-March at

a

meeting

of the IMF Board, when an alliance of two

powerful creditors, the US and Japan, blocked
relief. Instead, they proposed that debt
remission be delayed and reduced. As a result,
the HIPC Initiative is only expected to reduce
Uganda’s $3.4 billion external debt by $385
million. If the relief

were to

be delivered in

the form

promised last October, then she could
expected $585 million in debt relief
Because of the delay in providing relief,
Uganda will lose an expected $35-40 million

have

each year.
Most of the debt is inherited from the

regimes
of Idi Amin and Milton Obote who were given
loans by Northern creditors for, among other
things, the purchase of Western military
equipment. Today, more than 70% of the debt is
owed to multilateral creditors, mainly the World
Bank and IMF
called in during the 1980s to
advance further loans to pay off old loans. In
1995, Uganda spent $1 in every $3 of external
aid to repay rich creditors such as the IFIs.
Without debt relief, repayments will amount to
—
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“completion date” for relief in 1998 or 1999,
creditors were able to predict higher export
revenues for Uganda—and to reduce debt relief
by equivalent sums.
The second purpose of the delay, apparently,
is to ensure that Uganda fulfils the requirements
of a new Enhanced Structural Adjustment Faci li ty
(aconcessional loan from the IMF offered instead
of debt relieO- This is to be granted — on certain
conditions in the

another three years to

every woman, man and child in Uganda. “This is
almost 10 times the amount which government

Structural

will spend on primary health, and seven times its
expenditure on primary education” according to
an OXFAM report on Uganda.
During last year’s general election. President
Museveni promised that his government would
ring-fence the expected $40 million likely to be
freed up by promised debt relief — and use it for
a massive expansion of primary education. Free
schooling was offered to four children in each
family. As a result, primary school enrolment
rose from 2.6 mi llion to 4.3 million this year. The
hopes and anticipation of these young people
and their families may well be dashed by the
action of powerful creditors like the US and
Japan.
The Ugandan government had carefully and
meticulously prepared its case for debt relief,
and deployed senior able Ministers, ambassadors
and officials to put the case to the IMF and World
Bank. In February, the UK’s Debt Crisis Network
got wind of back-tracking by leading Northern
Creditors and alerted campaigners in both the
US, Europe and Japan. Sustained lobbying by
Uganda’s supporters was aimed at persuading
creditor governments in the US, Germany, France
and Japan to support the Ugandan case — to no
avail.

Creditor Motives
There

are

indications of several motives for

lack of action

by creditors. The first, and most

understandable, is deep
creditors to

reluctance on the part of

forego future income streams — in

the form of debt service. Thus it is understood
that creditors chose to calculate debt relief on the

basis oftoday’s rising prices for Ugandan exports
and not, as

promised,

on

the basis of levels in

previous years. By arbitrarily choosing a

of 1997, and will add

summer

$184 million in 1996/7, or slightly over $9 for

Uganda’s long record of

Adjustment.
circulating in Washington indicate
that US opposition to relief for Uganda was led
by David Lipton, deputy to Larry Summers at the
US Treasury. Newly arrived from Poland, he, it
is said, argued that Uganda should follow the
example of that country After the fall of the
Berlin Wall, Poland was granted substantial debt
relief by OECD creditors. However, creditors
offered the relief in periodic tranches — to
strengthen the government’s hand in neutralizing
and holding off opposition to economic
Rumours

.

“reforms”.
Whither the HIPC Initiative?
The failure of

Uganda to benefit adequately

from the HIPC Initiative will have serious

for other African countries that
relief from this scheme. Many of
these countries, which are defined by the World
Bank as poorer and more indebted than Uganda,
do not share Uganda’s successful “adjustment

consequences
had hoped for

record” and have not benefited from the accolades
of the IMF and rich country aid donors.
It is becoming increasingly clear that creditors
cannot

be neutral in the HIPC Court of Debt

Negotiations. Instead they are exploiting their
role as plaintiff. Judge andJury. A new campaign.
Jubilee 2000'*, launched in 1996, and spreading
worldwide, is calling for a more independent and
transparent process for debt relief negotiations
—one not driven by creditors, but presided over
by independent arbitrators. Uganda’s
disappointing experience strengthens those
argumentsH
'*

For

more

details of the International Jubilee

2C)(X)

campaign, please contact Nick Buxton at
Jubilee 2(XX), do Christian Aid, PO Box 100,
London SEl 7RT. Fax: 00 44 171 620 0719.
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GENDER ISSUES

Gender

]

Conflict,

a

Governance Issue
Ruth Meena

w

OMEN

AND

human rights activists in the mainstream discourse.

experience

men

Domestic violence is

governance problems in their daily
lives depending on how power and

Going through a rape case in the courts of law is
more traumatizing to the victims than the
rape
itself The majority of the victims often decide to
keep quite because of the stigma the cases attract,
particularly when the offenders are either relatives
or people known to them.
By keeping si lent, victims
continue to sufferpsychologically and emotionally

expresses male power over women.
Wife abuse is also legitimated when the state

with little suppon from friends and relatives. The
effect of such silent suffering on individual mental

through its courts,

health is

authority is exercised in determining policy. In
the context of governance, there are individuals
who generate influence in both the private and
public spheres which are not gender neutral. The
public sphere which isessentially male dominated,

,

makes authoritative decisions about how resources
are di stri buted

control of

and uti lized. The

resources

struggles over the
often lead to conflict.

Gender conflict is rooted in the
structures of authority

patriarchal
which confer on men greater

marital power at household level. It is

further

legitimated at the national level where unequal
power relations are institutionalized in the legal
structures through political and social
practices
which assign women asubordinate social position
in society. At the household level for
example,
violence is accepted as a method of resolving
conflict by way ofpunishingordisciplining women
and children. This makes them appropriate and
safe targets for abuse leading to wife battering as
well as child abuse. At the national level, gender
conflict and particularly violence against women,
seem to be officially tolerated and
accepted as
normal behaviour.

passes light sentences on
offenders. Some of the culprits
are senior
government officials. When it comes to attributes
of

leadership

professional codes of conduct,
this issue is not given the seriousness it deserves
This is not surprising because many existing
cultures have legal, religious and historical
practices which reinforce the legitimacy of wife
battering and child abuse.
Worse still, many women who suffer such
or

abuse consider it normal. Battered women tend to
abuse children, while the men who batter their

wives also abuse children. In the final

children

are

analysis,

greater victims of gender based

violence. The vicious
when

they

a

cycle continues as abused
high probability of being abusers

grow up.

Sexual

mutilation

in

the

majority of

social, cultural and political value systems.

communities which have been practising it, has its

Violation often includes

origin in the desire

battering, rape, incest,
infibulations,clitoridectomy,

dowry death, selectivemalnourishmenuemotional
abuse, bride burning, child sexual abuse, female
infanticide, prostitution, international sexual
trafficking and slavery. It also includes homicide,
sexual harassment, degradation, circumcision,
widow abuse, violent pornography, human
sacrifice and

so

forth.

Gender violence is

a governance problem
high degree of official and social
tolerance despite its magnitude. Violence against

because of the

women
men

has been

a

crime which is committed

of varied social status

varied

against

women

to control female sexuality.
This has taken many forms throughout the
history
of human civilization. The Romans for example,

slipped rings through the labia majora of their
to prevent pregnancy whilst the
Crusaders in the 12th Century designed thechastity
female slaves

belt to control unsanctioned

muti lation continues with little condemnation from

of

the

political elite, male academics, health
professionals and mainstream human rights

include wife abuse

activists. Genital mutilation is
as

which appears to be the
endemic violence against women. Its

established because
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been

go unreported.
of the crimes which does
the attention of many academics or

Ironically, this is
not attract

most cases

never

one

Some African

practice different fonns of
genital mutilation of young girls as a means of
controlling their sexual desires. This is despite the
fact that genital mutilation exposes women to
health risks during delivery. And yet, genital

most

frequency and magnitude has

sex.

societies continue to

by

backgrounds. Some of these crimes

grey area which is yet to be studied.

Sexual Exploitation
Women constitute the majority of the poorest of
the W'orld’s poor

and this has its

roots

in the

discriminatory practices which influenceindividual

it violates the

rights of

a

rights to

access and control resources at the
household, national and global levels. It is not an
accident that the process of globalization is
concurrently leading to feminization of poverty
and creating inequalities that have made women
more

vulnerable

to

the varied abuses.

Poverty has forced many young girls into
prostitution. Numerous cases have been highlighted
where female prostitutes are moved from one
country to another and have no say. Girl children
are sold into prostitution
by their families whilst
poor women are recruited for domestic work only
to end up as prostitutes.
Despite the existence of

Sexual Mutilation

Violence against women takes many forms
around the world and these depend on different

suttee, foot binding,

a

.

ehildren have

The nature of the Problem

rape as a crime, but most legal systems and the
administration of justice are part of the problem.

kept invisible because its
existence contradicts the idealized images of the
family as a haven of peace, love security and
loyalty. The absence of national data on it is in
itself telling because many states choose not to
acknowledge the existence of such crimes. Wife
abuse shows the unequal power
relationship
between men and women, as it particularly

governance issue

women to

life and

security.
Alongside wife abuse, rape is one of the endemic
crimes committed against women, some few men
and young boys. To date, many countries consider

such

problems, there is an aura of silence on
politics of sexual exploitation.
The problem is compounded by existing
differential legal and constitutional rights of men
and women. Although there exists
legally
guaranteed rights for women i n many countries of
the world, practically they do not enjoy
equal
rights with men. Gender conflict is not a simple
legal question, but concerns social and cultural
aspects as well. It is also a social problem which
cannot be solved by law
only. Nevertheless, the
problem needs law to provide a basis for the
struggles that are directed at creating alternative
gender relations based on principles of equality
and respect to all.
Existing literature points to the fact that the
interpretation of law is problematic for female
victims of violence at every level, notably with the
police, prosecutors, andjudicial enforcement. Most
existing legal systems have not been able to
adequately respond to gender related conflict,
particularly in the areas where women are victims.
In the struggle to establish rule of law which is a
Sapem April, 1997
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attribute in establishing “ good
governance”, legal intervention strategies have
to be formulated in order to address for example,
issues of sexual exploitation. But while legal
intervention is necessary, it is not sufficient to
remedy the gender conflict. There is a need for
necessary

socio-cultural interventions which will include
educational

campaigns

as

well.

Governance and Gender Conflict
Governance is acontested concept.

In the liberal
sense, it connotes “ good government” in terms of
greater efficiency, transparency,

accountability

and

rationality in resource allocation. It also
connotes lack of corruption. Historically, people
have struggled to ha ve good government. I n W estem
Europe for example, part of the struggles led to
separation of the king’s personal accounts from
public accounts. Public officials had to be held
accountable for their acts. Finally, the struggle for
good governance entailed demand to have a clear
separation of duties, responsibilities, and power
between various state agencies. The thrust was to
establish institutions which will not only deliver
services efficiently and effectively, but which will
also limit the power of state over individual rights
and fteedoms
Women and

related conflict in

a manner

which will

not cause

pain to the victims of such acts of violence.
rights activists on the other
hand, have to seriously embark on a cleansing
exercise which will get out of power houses the
identified rapi.sts, child abusers and wife batterers.
The private lives of our office bearers, particularly
those holdingtopelective positions should be made
transparent so that we do not allow perpetrators of
gender based crimes into our state houses,
parliaments, cabinets and other public offices. Any
person who does not feel the pain of an agonizing
child s/he rapes, or the agony of a spouse s/he
physically abuses will not feel the pain of a
bleeding nation whose resources s/he participates
in “raping". Such individuals will neither feel the
agony of the starving masses they excessively
exploit. nor wi 11 they have feeli ngs for the bloodshed
which they cause as a result of the wars being
fought for their own power interests. Such are the
leaders who do not feel embarrassed when they sit
in high tables, “ dining and wining’ whilst the rest
extra

African human

of the nation “ starx'es” to death.
African

women have a particular responsibility
cleansing exercise because they constitute
the majority of the voters and victims of the gender
based crimes. They have to discover the power of

in the
men

have however,

experienced

theircivil and political rightsdifferently throughout

history of human society. In the USA for
instance, up to the end of 1890s, it was legal for men
to beat their-wives. And even when wife beating
became illegal, men continued to abuse their wives,
friends, and daughters with little punitive actions
out

particularly, those in the police so as to make them
more responsi ve and aware of how to handle gender

their vote which

they

can use to

influence the form

of

political regime they want. When the power’of
their vote fails, they still have the alternative of using
the “ exit” option by refusing to support a political
regime which condones gender based crimes. TTiis
can be done by either organi zing agai nstindividuals
who are notoriously involved in such crimes or by
protesting in a collective manner against a suite
which has been si lent on the cri mes or which has not

demonstrated

willingness to deal with such

perpetrators.
Mainstream academic disciplines have to analyze
the causes, nature and effects of

gender based
social
relations, child development and finally, political
development processes. This will in a way create
awareness on the magnitude of the problem and
the necessary intervention strategies. Multiple
intervention strategies should include legal, health,
education, media,religiousand political measures.
Multiple approaches to the problem underscore
the fact that gender based confiicts, especially
those leading to violence against women, should
be the responsibility of every member of the
society and every social institution in a given
society. But in the final analysis, the victims of
gender based violence have to fight against
discriminatory practices which cause gender
conflict

on

the individual, the economy,

conflictH

the

against them. To date, approximately 40% of all
women have experienced some form of sexual
abuse as chi Idren. As many as 44% of adu It women,
have either experienced rape or attempted rape by
family members or people known to them.
In

a

number of African states such

and Swaziland, the
minors.

and to even

own

legal system

Lesotho

legal systems treat women as
right to defend

are denied the
themselves in the courts of law

They

as

,

act as

witnesses

property. This introduces

into the

biases which can affect a fair

ACTIONAID works with

some

of the world’s poorest

communities in Africa, Asia and

help themselves to
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Having said this, what can be done? The state
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acknowledges the existence of the problem and
then be made to act in order to prevent its escalation.
One strategy is to retrain all law enforcers.
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DEBATES & VIEWPOINTS

Renaissance of African

Diplomacy?
Vernon Seymour

w

HEN Nelson Mandela assumed

even more

office in 1994, this gave rise to new

OAU.

expectations among the many
victims of repression in South Africa. It was
hoped that under his leadership, the victims of
human-rights violations, would set the agenda
for a Continent desperately

seeking leadership to

address its

problems.
For the past three years, the new South African
government has been feeling its way cautiously
in

international

affairs,

much

to

the

disappointment of many. This last month has
seen

the world’s most well-known victim of

repression, take the centre stage in African

Diplomacy.
Since South Africa’s appointment as chair of
SADC, President Mandela’s leadership appears
to suggest that we are about to witness a
renaissance in African
his involvement in

Diplomacy evidenced by
Angola, Lesotho, Rwanda,

Sudan. Swaziland and
institutional

now

Zaire. With the

legitimacy of the SADC chair, he
proactive in adressing issues of

became far more

great concern to the African people

— human
rights and democracy. This latest initiative

represents a significant
forward for South Africa.

foreign policy leap

Many analysts have argued that South African
foreign policy should not just be structured to
reflect its democratic values, but should also be

substantively directed

to the promotion of those
values in the external environment. Because a
democratic South Africa has distinctive political

principles and values that define its national
identity, it promises a distinctive role to South
Africa in the world, especially in Africa. In an
adress to the US Congress in October 1994,
President Mandela stated;
In

an

age

will have
seemed

such as this... much revision

to

as

be done

stable

to

as

ideas that have

rocks, including

such concepts as sovereignty and national interest. What we speak of is the

evolution

of the objective world, which
inexorably says to all of us that we are
huinan together or nothing at all.
Indicative of this distinctive role, the South
African government is now
“creative engagement” policy

conducting a
which seeks to
bring together the warring parties — the
government of Zaire and the Alliance of
Democratic Forces (ADFL) led by Laurent
Kabila. What makes this
28

foreign policy iniative

significant, is the “absence” of the

alliance

politics, support-building mechanisms
ideological reconstruction which requires a
brilliant leader to manage a sophisticated and
fragile creation or simply put, the foreign policy
of “creative engagement”.
This is an
extraordinary exercise of diplomacy which does
and

The OAU should have been

at the

forefront of

attempts at resolving the Zairean crisis, seeking
to mobilize sub-regional efforts towards the
solution of the crisis. Now it appears to be on the

margins, incapacitated by its blind adherence to
the principle of sovereignty of individual states.
The formation of the OAU in 1963

was

greeted

not

involve the

use

of

military

with enthusiasm, which soon gave way to despair

states to conceive of their

when it emerged that the organization was largely

goals in

club for the preservation of leaders and their
repressive regimes. On many issues affecting the
people of Africa who in many instances were
subjected to the worst forms of human rights
a

President Mandela and his government have
realised that South Africa cannot afford to
inherit the OAU tradition of silence on issues of
human

rights and democracy. For example,
during the 1995 session of the UN Commission
for Human Rights, a proposal was put before the
Commission condemning the human rights
violations of the Nigerian military government.
Not a single African country supported the
resolution, notwithstanding well documented
reports detai ling that government’s repression of
its citizens. The position adopted by African
governments was consistent with their traditions

such issues.

If there is one consistent complaint in politics

“leadership”. There seems to be a crisis of
international leadership. Most government
leaders seem more willing to pursue shortterm and narrowly-defined nationalist
goals in
their trade, aid and security politics. No
country
seems to

be

articulating

visions of the

global future grounded in
freedom and Justice. This sad state of affairs is
lamented in a multitude of foreign policy
studies that come out of academia and policy
think-tanks.
Nowhere is that

more

to act on its own;

it would if required to play its

part under the aegis of multilateral organizations
like SADC, OAU and the UN, and in concert

neighbouring countries. This policy
approach is clearly evident as the government
tackles the Zairean problem.
The Zairean Problem
If

takes into account the history and
magnitude of the Zairean problem, one would be
tempted to dismiss Mandela’s pursuit of a
peaceful settlement in that country as a pipe
dream. Since the early seventies, there have been
one

initiatives

to wrest control

who had done

more

of Zaire from the

man

harm to Africa than any

other dictator.

General Mobutu Sese Seko, the tyrant who
has ruled Zaire since he took power
though a CIA

November 1965, would
likely not have remained in power were it
not for the supportive
relationship that he had
developed with the United States and France,
coupled with the silence of the OAU. Over the
years, in addition to providing Mobutu with
considerable amounts of aid that actually included
the training and equipping of his personal
guard,
the west has also
repeatedly intervened so as to
keep the general in power. In July 1967, US Air
Force C-130 transport planes and 150 pilots
were sent by President Johnson to
help Mobutu
put down a spreading domestic rebellion in
most

around the world, it is about the absence of

national leader

policy

assisted military coup in

Leadership Crisis

or

interests and

new ways. He has advocated from time
to time that the new South Africa had no
capacity

with other

abuses, the OAU kept silent.

of diplomacy on

power.

Mandela’s leadership seems to involve not
Just twisting the arms of others, but also to get

evident than in Africa,

where government leaders seem to be

trapped in
yesterday’s thinking.Theintellectual imagination
and the advent of President Mandela’s attempt at
re-orientation of socio-political order in Zaire

has been welcomed by civil society groups in
Africa. The South African government’s current
iniative involves an elaborate balancing act of

northeastern Zaire; and then in March 1977 and

again in May 1978, the Carter Administration
US troops to defend Mobutu when armed
uprising in Shaba province threatened to topple
his regime.
American presidents from Lyndon Johnson to
George Bush have even sought to bolster Mobutu
politically by consistently meeting with him in
Washington as a symbolic gesture of support.
sent

His

willingness

to treat the state treasury as

his

Sapem April, 1997
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personal bank account has made him, with an
estimated $10 billion in Swiss banks, one of the
world’s richest

Incredibly, Zaire, a nation
including
diamonds, copper and oil, was poorer in 1991
that it was at the time of independence as real
per capita incomes have plummeted to 20
percent of what they were in 1960. Mobutu’s
corruption, repressiveness and gross violations
of human rights which include mass killings,
torture, and detention without trials have earned
him condemnation from human rights
men.

with mineral wealth

blessed
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by his erstwMle
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coalition of other African governments

which
Uganda, Ethiopia and Eritrea,
that have already achieved what they are aiming
for. Now, they have secured the involvement of
a

Other writers

includes Rwanda,

South Africa and Nelson Mandela.

Conclusion

problems may not result in the desired result, but
certainly marks a shift from the crude realist
paradigm that has been the dominant feature of
African diplomacy in the past. The South African
government is no world-weary regime which has
it all before, but a young, enthusiastic
administration eager to display its talents and
ideals. The government preaches the virtues of
seen

interdependence, co-operation and human values.
It has realised that today’s leaders need to be good
diplomats who can balance domestic and
international pressures, who can cut deals, make
compromises, and resolve disputes, defining the
interests of their states in congenial ways. Mobutu
soon

discover what this
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diplomatic iniatives clearly suggest
that a post-Mobutu Zaire is no longer a pipe
dream. The lack of support from France and the
United States coupled with increased diplomatic
pressure from African governments, indicates
that the people of Zaire could soon experience
peace and hopefully, a democratic elected
government. No matter what the outcome of its
Zairean iniative, the South African foreign policy
establishment led by President Mandela, has set
in motion a refreshing policy direction that could
charter a new course in African DiplomacyB
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REVIEWS

Uganda’s Struggle from
Museveni’s Point of View
Napoleon Abdulai

I

NJULY 1979, Emmanuel Hensen

a

former

lecturer at the
remarked to

University of Dares Salaam
a group of students who were

about to interview the Chairman of Armed Forces

Revolutionary Council (AFRC) Flight Lt. John
Jerry Rawlings at the Fifth Battalion in Burma
Camp, Accra that they should study Uganda. He
specifically noted that a former student of his,
Yoweri Museveni would one day take over
power in Uganda, not through a coup, but by
armed struggle. We did not take Emmanuel
Hansen’s comment seriously because coup
politics was the order of resistance in West
Africa during those days.
Less than seven years later, the National
Resistance Army (NRA) which had begun a
systematic guerrilla war in Central Africa with
only 27 armed men in 1981, developed its
political wing, the National Resistance
Movement (NRM) successfully became a
government in 1986. The world ignored the war
and failed to learn any lessons from this war.
Some observers

even

feel that

a

leaders and describes them

as

“bankrupt and

fascist” in this bok. He characterizes Milton

Obote’s turn to the “left” i n 1966 after the removal
of the

Buganda King as “creating artificial
the people.” To him, the
in Uganda in the 1960s was
imperialism rather feudalism. One may ask, is
imperialism still not the main problem today? If
so, what is hedoing to bring about the change and
not a “mere change of guard”? Has he forgotten
his words when he was sworn in on 27 January
1986, two days after his army stormed into
Kampala.
By February 1986, a new highly disciplined
army was put in place. It had its nationalist/
patriotic roots in the camps of the Front for the
Liberation of Mozambique popularly known as
divisions among
dominant problem

Frelimo. Samora Machel, the leader of Frelimo

organized the training of Museveni’s army, then
operating under the name of The Front for
National Salvation

(Fronasa) from Tanzania in

1971. Fronasa, Kikoosi Maalum of Milton Obote

closer look at

Uganda would help people understand the
conditions that led to the creation of the Rwandese
Patriotic Front (RPF) and today,

the Alliance for
the Liberation for Congo/Zaire (ALCZ), who
seem to have picked up from where the NRA left

Sowing the Mustard Seed: The
Struggle for Freedom and
Democracy in Uganda by

in 1986.

Yoweri

Sowing the MustardSeed, is a personal account
ofPresident Yoweri Museveni’s participation in
the on-going attempt to “modernise” Uganda. It
is also part and parcel of the on-going debate
among Uganda’s radical intellectuals (namely
within the Gang of Four. DaniWadadaNabudere,
Edward Rugumayo. Omoni Ojok and Yash
Tandon; Mahmood Mamdani etc) which began
in the 1970s at the University of Dar-es-Salaam
focussing on the analysis and dynamism of
politics in the post-colonial state as well as the
tactics and strategy for revolutionary change.
This book has fourteen chapters which cover
the period 1944-1958, the role of the youth from
1958 to 1966, the Dar-es-Salaam days 19671970, fighting Amin and Obote from 1972 to
1981 and finally, the reconstruction of Uganda
and building a democratic future. The appendix
also contains the ten point programme of the

Macmiiian 1977

NRA/NRM.

Museveni, who

30

born again

Museveni,

by
Peoples Defence Force and
opposition groups based in Tanzania in 1979.
Amin had come to power in January 1971 with
the help of the British. Within a few years, he had
reduced Uganda to “the sick man of Africa”.
To manage the change, Museveni’s
government has been implementing what is
the Tanzania

known

as

after South Africa boasts Museveni in this book.

His economic

policies, which encompass the
privatisation, rigid IMFconditionalities
and the non-political party system otherwise
known as “Movement politics”, seem to be the
thorn in his flesh. No doubt, the Ugandan
economy has taken the turn for the better,
comparing it to 1986 for example, when the
foreign exchange reserves were down to US$42m
which was equivalent to about three weeks
imports of goods and services.
The IMF is praised for “making... (the NRA/
NRM leadership) realize the importance of
macro-economic tools, such as letting prices
massive

find their
and the Save

Uganda Movement, fought
alongside the Tanzanian anny to liberate Uganda
from fascism in 1979. This intervention

was

denounced

by the OAU, yet when Ugandans
were dying under Idi Amin’s ruthless regime,
they did not care about the people. The bogus
idea of sovereignty and the OAU charter were
used to blast President Nyerere.

the NRA’s nationalist Ten Point

Programme. It includes among other things, the
restoration of democracy, security for people
and property, and elimination of corruption. Other
important features of this change include bringing
women into the mainstream of the country’s
government. Parliament has about 50 women
members, the second highest number in Africa

how

own

level.” But the crucial issue is:

Uganda’s peasants who make up 92
percent of the country’s population of 20 million
going to have the prices oftheirgoods competitive
in this environment? A failure to find meaningful
are

solutions will make Museveni’s revolution
become

less the farce

Apart from 800 rifles and small arms from
Libya’s Gaddafi, the NRA relied on capturing
arms from Milton Obote’s army, the Uganda

taking place in
paradise in Africa.
This is an interesting book, compressed into
224 pages, which I think Museveni should
have expanded extensively on certain issues,
such as how will the non-party system be
evolved in the future, taking into account that
all Ugandan major political parties are linked
to religious groups for example? The
supplement to Museveni’s book by Major
Ondonga ori Amaza, Museveni’s Long March
from Frelimo to the NRA (Pluto, London, 1997)
will give a clearer picture of post-Obote
Uganda. It is good for African leaders to begin
to follow Nkrumah’s tradition of writing, forif
lions do not write, hunters will always tell

National Liberation

beautiful storiesB

Museveni’s book underlines the fact that the
NRA

the first rebel movement to

fight and
civilian/military governments in post
Africa. Its ranks had pan-Africanists

was

overthrow

colonial

from almost every country in the

Great Lakes
region and later produced leaders like the late
Fred Rwigyema, Paul Kagame. Majors Sharban
Wilson, Alphonso Furuma and many others who
were to

Christian
between 1962 and 1966 and got involved in
every attempt to remove and defeat fascism in
Uganda since 1971. is critical of past Ugandan
was a

Kaguta

formed after the defeat of Idi Amin’s forces

lead the RPF from 1 October 1990.

Army (UNLA) which

was

some

more or

of the IMF
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Totalitarian Democracy in

Cuisine,
Owen Sichone
I

I

I

S IT MERE coincidence that the collapse of

ideology of

delivery systems and
social welfare generally, has been followed

doctrine.

the world’s health

by asubtle campaign to legalize altruistic suicide?
like. The acceptance of
the right of the old and sick to take their own
lives may be nothing, but a cost cutting measure.
Patients have the right to choose, but as social
beings, the right of the individual has to be
measured against those of the rest of society.
Idealizing personal freedoms at the expense of
society has reached dangerous levels. Essentially,
the ideology of choice is a cover for the failures
of the capitalist system, especially the lack of
choice that comes with poverty, unemployment
and poor health.
Take for example the widespread use of
imported second-hand clothes in Zambia. Karen
Tranberg-Hansen (1992 and 1994), and many
Zambians, argue that the second-hand clothes
trade provides people with greater choice than

Call it euthanasia if you

the

expensive and low quality products of the

choice is essentially

Milton and Rose Friedman

a

political

(1980) not only

champion the ideology of choice as democratic
but an enhancer of equal opportunity. In other
words the market is the best way of attaining
social equality. Thus the Friedmans suggest that
providing government vouchers to children in
order for them to buy education from private
schools of their choice creates more equal
opportunity than state run schools. “Are the
supermarkets available to different economic
groups anything like so divergent in quality as
the schools? Vouchers would improve the quality
of the public schooling available to the rich
hardly at all. to the middle class, moderately, to
the low income class, enormously”(pl 69). It is
a persuasive argument, but why must the state
not run schools if it still has to pay the private
sector to educate the next generation of
consumers? Is the record of the Roman Catholic
church

or even

the Soviet school system

that bad

is choice all there is to it? 1 do not have the

protected import substitution industries. But
really, what choice do poor people who have
been retrenched in the wake of the systematic
destruction of the parastatal sector have except
to buy what Europe and America have discarded?
Hollywood stars sometimes choose to dress in
second-hand clothes from a by-gone eraor scruffy
looking grungy fashions even though they are

or

millionaires. When Africans, Latin Americans

greater choice and the ideology of choice. We

and Slavs rummage
used clothing on the

know that greater involvement of pri vate business

through bales of imported
other hand, it is neither by
choice nor due to an inferiority complex generated
by cultural imperialism. It is all they can afford.
It is generally argued that American style
capitalism provides consumers with greater
choice than Swedish welfare capitalism or Soviet
“socialism”

ever

did. Choice has been turned

into the most important human

right. That is fine

except that the inequalities abound.
ranchers

are

American

allowed to shoot diseased bison to

protect their beef burger industry while
example cannot implement its

Zimbabwe for

well planned elephant culling system despite the
fact that they destroy crops outside game

management areas.
Choice is given as the reason for privatizing
health and education, and the results have not
been

healthy at all. But lest we be fooled by the
television and magazine advertisements that
promote choice of drink, food and cigarettes, the
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just how many Nobel
prize winning scientists came out of private
schools. State sponsored education has done
more for the upward social mobility of African
peasants than any private school vouchers ever
statistics, but 1 wonder

can.

There is

a

difference between free choice,

in education sometimes

means

better uniforms,

better sports

facilities, but less algebra. The
safety record of state owned airlines in African
skies is second to none. Cheap tickets mean
greater choice, but also more risk from dilapidated
equipment and overworked or inexperienced
pilots.
Young Africans dressed indiscarded American
clothes have also bought into the ideology of
choice which comes in a package: hip-hop culture,
cola and burgers, sneakers and basketball. The
second hand clothes trade does satisfy their
American dreams, but it also creates a uniform

So where is the choice in this global
marketplace? The time when Zambian chicken
tasted different from Indian chicken is gone. The
mass.

whole world must drink the

same

carbonated

syrup, eat the same sodium coated chicken and
the same quarter pound hamburger or pizza.
Where is the choice? Where is the samoosa.

spring roll or kenkey in the fast
The market has succeeded where
socialism has failed

-

industrial cuisine and
what

I

consider

food empire?
even

it has created
manner

a

Chinese
uniform

of dress. This is

totalitarian

about

the

universalized

capitalist democracy of today.
It is totalitarian democracy that tells African
presidents what to say in public if they are not to •
be vilified in the liberal press and it is African
poverty that prevents people from enjoying local
alternatives to American Fried Chicken which, I

repeat, is part of a cultural package comprising
of basket ball, CNN, Coca Cola, Nike sports
wear or

their

equivalents, complete with sexual

orientation. The Moslems, Indians and Chinese

putting up a very hard, albeit futile struggle
against Kentucky Fried Chicken.
It is totalitarian democracy that says
homosexuality is good and polygyny is bad.
are

Both

perceived differently depending on
People must be free to make sexual
preferences or choose the form of marriage that
suits them. Is the civilizing mission not overyet?
It seems that we are only free to choose from
what they give us to - that is totalitarian
democracy.
And talking of marriage, in the Zimbabwean
Sunday Mail Magazine of February 16, 1997,
an article by Stephen Ndlovu featured one happy
polygamous household. None of the people
interviewed and certainly not the author,
pretended that polygyny is not without problems.
It works for some and all depends on one’s
cultural background. But such experiences are
not good enough for those who claim (without
any research) that polygyny does not work except
for men. The fact that polygyny might benefit
women and that men might find it taxing despite
the prestige attached to it is ruled out.
But why the generalizations? Is thelife history
are

one’s culture.

not one of the favoured methods of social

research

among feminists in other parts of the world? Why
is it then that southern African feminists do not
conduct interviews that would allow

people to
speak for themselves? And why, in any case, do
people get married? Romantic love is only one of
many reasons. Although totalitarian democracy
defines marriage as a monogamous union based
on romantic love, it is but one option. Sex, food,
security, procreation, access to land and even
fear of loneliness are equally acceptable reasons
for wedding one or more partners.
31
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Whilst Elizabeth Gwaunza’s response to

Ndlovu’s article

politically correct, the
declaration that happiness in polygynous
situations is a myth is totalitarian. This implies
that the family featured in the article was not
telling the truth ordo not know what happiness is.
For sure, romantic love goes with monogamy,
but researchers have shown that it also goes with
land shortages and private profterty. If I may
crudely summarise the work of Ester Boserup
and Jack Goody: Africa’s low technology
agriculture promotes universalised heterosexual
was

unions for all health adults and cherishes

polygyny. Lobola is a gift exchanged for a
bride's producti ve and reproductive powers. Thus
where the children

belong to the woman,

bridewealth is either of low value

or

absent.

Eurasian

plough and irrigation civilizations based
or other private property relations
controlled competition for land by reducing the
fertility of adults. Thus monogamy, small families,

on

feudal

“voluntary” celibacy and chastity as well as
homosexuality make perfect sense in a land short
situation.

There

are

monks and

nuns

in both

with chronic land shortage. This is a crude
simplificationoftherelationshipbetween economy
and marriage but one that has been proved by
many researchers. It is well known that Islam
permits polygyny - but what is not well known is
that most Eurasian Moslems

than

one

husband is associated

Coca cola. We are free
cigars to smoke,
how to control the crocodile population in the
Zambezi and what form of marriage to get into as
or

anthropology’. Economy and Society 1(1),
p. 93-105.
Tranberg-Hansen, K 1994 Dealing with Used
Clothing: Salaula and the Construction of
Identity in Zambia’s Third Republic, Public

African

polygyny creates a commune^ which
means sharing child-minding, cooking and other
means the children regard each
siblings and not half-brothers or halfsisters as Europeans would have it. That such a
communal entity can provide love, security and
happiness is however, unacceptable to the
consciousness raising vanguard of the global
democracy. As the Soviets found out, so too must

other

more

‘democracy’

about food, clothes and shelter, and not sex.

chores.

has

that line is

to choose what brand of Cuban

free citizens of

ones.

woman

monogamous —

global culture accept that it is not possible to

make all of us conform to the coirect line, whether

just as African Christians still practise polygyny
regardless of missionary teachings.
In another article in the Zimbabwean polygyny
debate, Martin Stobart argued that (Sunday Mail
Magazine 23,1997 p3) that “Polygyny is acultural
and not an ideological or political issue”. This is
not entirely true because polygyny is a political
issue. Firstly, it implies sexual inequality and
secondly, totalitarian democracy disapproves of
it. But as a cultural construct, it is important to
note that polygyny in Africa does not create man
centred “harems” where all the positions in the
“Perfumed Garden” are tried out. Harems belong
to the Ottoman Empire and not the poverty
stricken rural Africa. In the latter, polygyny is

European and Asian religions, but not in African
Dowry is given to a bride in Asia as her share of
family wealth and is thus more to do with
inheritance than with marriage payments.
Polyandry practised in the Himalayas where a

are

the

It also

as

our

world
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